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‘BEYOND BORDERS’
Art, Politics & Sustainability - Can we enable change through an emotional connection through art and 
design?

The complexities of what makes us human beings are extensive and in a state of permanent change, 
yet it is the perception and acceptance of these that might offer us the opportunity to work collectively 
towards a sustainable future.

Is a collaborative model that allows for common purpouse eand individuality both possible? Are design 
and art communication a powerful tool enough to redraw individual experience of environment, human-
itarian and economic systems?

WHAT IS ‘OTHERING’ AND CAN WE REDRAW THE RELATIONSHIP WE HAVE WITH ‘OTHERS’?

In the context of sustainability, with both globalisation and divisive nationalistic political trends, it is es-
sential that we find common ground and work collaboratively to share resources and strategies. 

To be able to do so, we must try to understand the concept of identity and how we perceive and project 
to the ‘others’, as well as how they in turn reflect our identities and roles back at us, as it is this apparent 
insurmountable differences that make cooperation impossible. 

A collective sense of identity with mutual trust and a shared sustainable citizenship might promote 
tolerance, dignity, and create new non-exploitative relationships that protect local identities as well as 
allowing for global multiculturalism, shared resources - and recipes - an aspect of the research I focused 
on in my ‘Futures’ module.

The research will look at the position of art as a catalyst for social, political and environmental change, 
through various expressions of culture and integration of traditionally  divided practices.

It will also enquiry into the nature of indistinct borders and movement in systems thinkings, plurality and 
tolerance, fracture, and notions of equality,

ENGAGEMENT
The discourse of this project is ‘about’ design  in that all design can be an expression of individual or 
collective identity - hairdressing, or your choice of clothes, your car, your choice of city, of home. Even 
if these have not been your choice, they say something about your identity, even if the subject feels 
stripped of choice.It  is also’ abou’t design in that it intends to explore the role of creativity in design 
and art practices, and how these interact, expand, contract and collaborate (or the opposite) in complex 
ontologies. It intends to expand knowledge within the field of design ‘from’ design and art. 
 
It is better placed within a discourse ‘for’ design in that it proposes research into a variety of different 
fields- identity is affected by a significant number of circumstances and factors as described below. It’s 
complexity thus requires approaching it from multiple fields and perspectives in order to gain a broad 
understanding. 

STATEMENT OF INTENT



 It is also ‘through’ design in that it intends to promote collaboration and debate with ‘others’ -  surveys, 
workshops, and production of outputs using varied art forms, exploring art developing which inform new 
research, new writing, which in turn generate novel outputs. The focus on food of the initial research 
aspect of identity had at the commmencement of this project has shifted.

 The design and artwork pieces produced in studio and  personal art practice are tools for thought prov-
ocation and  the promotion of discussion, at a personal and public level as part of artist practice.

It might be worth adding a specifiec area of study with regards to both identity and how it will have a 
collective impact shaping those who have experienced it. There are  concerns over citizens liberties 
with intensification of nationalism and border closure, as well as the potential introduction of a COVID 
19 passport.

The research will endeavour to also include aspects of the role of communication through art and design 
and it’s impact during the pandemic.

OUTPUTS 

• 1 Workbook: Manual of the project
• 2 Research on:

 -Threatening and threatened culture(s):
 - Art for change  - social, gender, religious.
 OR Politicians using art as propaganda… the other side- Putin, Nazi regime and Laban, East/West 
 cold war conflict…
 - Environmental art
 - Intro from presents/ futures and how Identity comes about 
 - If it is possible, and how to positively influence perception of multiple identities
 - How to build TRUST
 - Complexity of identity (psychology of the self, individual and collective, projected, reflected, 
 physical, cultural, inherited, digital identity, identification with- belonging, related mental health 
 issues)
 - Babel historical and theological background on division and identity (divide and Conquer) 
 /Language
 - Existing applications in design (ID, physical uses and power, politics of identity - control as well 
 as safety)
 - Food and cultural identity -
 - Art and identity - portraiture, self portraits second order cybernetics 
 - Dance 
 - Art and dance (Keith herring- Manet)
 - COVID DISTANCE MOVEMENT STUDIES
 - Research Practices - Visualisations
 
• 3 Art:
 -Engagement and observation pieces on Dance
  (What happens when you draw - observations on own’s practice- second order cybernetics-   

*

 Uncertainty... I am undecided as to what this project 
will be- it is at present shape shifting.

Still, the design decision of mantaining the two voices stands-

T he intentional division of intellectual v/s emotional writing 
is a design choice based on the potential value of emotional 
& familiar connection  in order to engage an audience.

Personal/ Emotional thinking is  as a result  included & an-
notated in green.

*



 drawing as a dance? 

 - Film collaboration with performers x 2

 - Blog  https://solangeleon.tumblr.com/

 - Animation Storyboard- Artwork featuring linework and transformation of elements from macro 
 scale- to human scale, to macro scale again - constellations, natural elements- waves, clouds, 
 timber, rocks, - kites, built environment structures, electrical pylons, scaffolding, music, ECT 
 scans  and into - internal structures -  chemical elements, synapses and neurological system,  
 bones and blood, hormones - and back to constellations.

• 4 Surveys:
 - Questionnaires identity
 ‘I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ therefore I am’
 ‘We _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ therefore we are’

 - Interviews with artist Wayne Binitie

• 5 Fieldwork: Olafur Eliasson exhibition 

TERRITORY
Art, design, written word as well as performance arts are all expressions of identity that can trascend-
borders in the form of a creative dialogue, as well as embodiment of ideas.
 
Philosophical and psychological definitions of identity were a starting point from the Futures module. 
Identity is the quality that defines an individual or group as different or unique, thus creating an immedi-
ate division with the rest of the population. 

As ever, politics!
Identity does not only have profound implications in our political beliefs, ideologies, borders and interac-
tion with other groups of a different identity or nationality, but it also has a variety of design applications 
that have severe consequences in the way we live. Both in analogue and digital forms, identity and clas-
sification (even as a number) promote an orderly societal model, provides protection to its citizens, but 
also, for political control and exclusion. (I started developing this in Presents). It is particularly relevant 
with the current migrant crisis and will likely worsen with climate change and ensuing population dis-
placement. It might be also worth analysing the impact that the individual identity and personal qualities 
of main political figures can potentially shift the global balance of power. Relevant to this discourse is 
also the ontological project of a Sustainable Citizen model and moving towards shared economics.

Awaiting confirmation from RSA+



My current interest is moving towards perception-  the dividing between all elements that are itercon-
nected by systems that function in a precarious balance. My interest is shifting from the subjects with-
in each system- planets, men, blood, cells, atoms, neurons, buildings, cities, nations-  to name but a 
few- to the relations themselves. They allow for change, absorbtion of shock and flexibility, tolerance,  
translation and communication between inter- dependent systems and might be the ‘space’ wher my 
attention need to refocus.

CASE STUDIES & KEY COMPARATORS
• Installations - Olafur Eliasson, Red Earth, Agnes Denes, Bill Viola, Counterpoint Arts, Ai Weiwei, 
Mustarinda.
• Paris Redux 68  
•  Adaptation:  of life, of workshops, of our classes- change- focused on art and design practice-
  books to stage to screen: Frankenstein at National Theatre, Romeo and Juliet from Zurich Royal 
Ballet.
•  History and Politics of Dance 
• Dance during Covid
• African Covid Dance
•  Cubique Swiss Dance Company 

MEASURE  & VALUE
- Collaboration with dancers
- Interviews
- Successful Production of art or design work (film)
- Writing  (discourse ‘for’ design)
- Practice research through and about design

 



INTRODUCTION 

CULTURE, ART FOR CHANGE & AS POLITICAL PROPAGANDA

ENVIRONMENTAL ART 

DIVISION, IDENTITY  AND DIGNITY - Presents 

‘SAME SAME BUT DIFFERENT’ - TOLERANCE AND PLURALISM
Futures Food - can trascend frontiers and change perception systems and balance
(IDENTITIES - PLACE -URBAN - MULTICULTURALISM, ‘City as a scrambled egg’, walled medieval cities,
 City as a scarmbled egg), Berlinese- the meaning of Place)

DIVIDE AND CONQUER
Political currency, - LANGUAGE (divide and Conquer Babel tower), 
POWER OF WORDS AND RHETHORICS

DISTANT DANCE mini brief
 - Art and dance (Keith herring- Manet)
 - bio mimicry
  - COVID
 - Correspondence with others (collaborations)
 - Research Practices

NARRATIVE ATOMOS

COVID CHOREOGRAPHED

ENSEMBLE? DEATH and CONSCIOUSNESS (future) - unifying and dividing both - art/ covid
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“We know what we are, but not what we may be.”
       - William Shakespeare  (1)

Do we truly know what we are, as a species? There is an acceptance of the perpetual change of human 
nature, both individually and collective, which would make the idea of control or power of man’s fate a 
contradiction. This project starts with an undecided shape or form, in an uncertain sci- fi like present  
and a future which might require a different perspective on the environmental crisis.

The initial research work focused on division, ownership and responsibility. Paradoxically, it appears to 
be difficult to thus divide   the entire Masters into clearly outlined separated parts. Not unlike trying to 
divide what consitutes the ‘Self’ as the object of observation, as previously attempted in the Futures 
Module. The premise of which was that division and inequality are a significant challenge to environmen-
tal citizenship and collaboration to address the environmental concerns. 

The psychology of the self was looked into as an elemental ingredient in division amongst the Human 
Family, whose dance is out of step and out of balance. The project proposed a model of precarious 
balance and interconnectedness.  An analogy to viable community responses with an understanding 
of tolerance of differences; and a recognition of permanently shifting perspectives and the impossibility 
of a system based on individual gain and isolation. A more flexible model perhaps with tolerance for 
expansion and contraction is required.

Art, design and dance come into focus as potential catalyst for social, political and environmental 
cohesion and change, based on trust; and emotional connection alongside critical cartesian 
values.  The research was partly developed during isolation during the current health crisis, 
where nativist and divisive rethoric has become louder. Borders meanwhile, have become more 
concrete - not more permeable as perhaps the natural evolution of gobalisation trends were 
forecasting.

Yet COVID-19 has reminded communities that the battle against death is one of the priciples that 
unites. Whislt science is inevitably pushed to the fore, it might be unwise to ignore emotional 
value when seeking to express, translate and communicate critical issues both at present in the 
sustainability debate. Whereas the previous modules focused on the individual elements within 
systems, the focus of the current module veers towards the connectors between such elements 
- the features of the system that ‘translate’ or ‘connect’  subjects to a collective, or adapt to 
another system. Food, Dance, Art, Design and Architecture are all languages that coexist in one 
form or another in the street. So it is towards the street    that the attention of the research might 
shift to.

  It appears to be as difficult as trying to divide or de-
fine the parts that constitute one’s ‘self ’.

  Indeed,  I might end up there again..!

  

  And everything else we have known. In Einsteins 
words every crisis is an opportunity- or something like that.

  The Research Practices module led by Ben Sweeting 
was mind warpingly good and great. It allowed me to reflect 
on my arts practice and I could see-  oh surprise, I had never 
stopped to think about why and how it is that I do what I 
do-  that all my subjects of study embrace movement- even 
my more traditional landscapes often construct flux by com-
plex addition of a multitude of layers and marks on paper  or 
canvas that express the duration and the mood, through the 
time sitting in the city.

  

INTRODUCTION

*
* *

*

**

**

(1) McLaren, Mary-Rose. “ In Teaching Shakespeare Beyond the Centre, pp. 181-192. 
Palgrave Macmillan, London, 2013.



ACTION, ACTIVISM & ART

Can art and design truly affect change ?

Most dictatorial regimes have persecuted artists as they often do not abide by social class divi-
sions, political nor economical, thus potentially able to have dangerous mobility facing a silenc-
ing authority. 

In the sustainability debate, art, unlike most science, is approachable,   intuitive and calls upon 
our emotional response to a given situation.

Art and art activism can act as a means to make that same science more approachable and en-
gage the public at an emotional level. 

Past practice includes action with ‘Paris68redux’- a political collective based in Brighton and 
London- on occasion, protesting the current politics pasting political art in the streets. An exer-
cise I somewhat repeated with our first assignment on this course. Poster art is effective in that 
it is anonymous, ideally beautiful, and challenging. Like the role of fables that contain an under-
lying moral message, or traditional oral storytelling, one can embed a message in any piece of 
art. Their work is inspired by the May 68 Protests and the socialist power movement started by 
the Unions. Murals are one of the earliest forms of political art in public space. 

Streets seem to be the most egalitarian space we share. One of the stereotypical lines on the 
sustainability debate is ‘Out of sight, out of consciousness’, but the homeless are everywhere 
and entirely in the public eye, yet they are still invisible.  Not only as artists but as citizens, one 
should have the moral obligation to at least try to re-frame these, perhaps like Marcel Duchamp 
did with the urinal in an art gallery. Controversy often highlights a problem that requires to be 
open to debate.

However, tents pitched in front of our supermarkets do not appear to be enough out of place 
to engage the public into action today. In Adam Curtis speech, it has become ‘Hypernormalisa-
tion’(2). As a documentarist and theoretician he puts forward a clear chronological explanation of 
the simplification of the ‘real world’, yet his work is State funded by the BBC. Although it is often 
seen as independent and challenging, it might follow a specific government view, a fact that 
might be less apparent. 

Performance art can also be effectual. The Theatre of the Oppressed was funded by Augusto 
Boal, who believed theatre can challenge oppression in everyday life, for “active learning and 
personal empowerment; co-operative education and healing; participatory theatre and community 
action.”(3)

Theatre of the Oppressed was so successful it became a movement promoting changing our ev-
eryday habits to crystalise profound changes that could thus spread positively throughout soci-
ety. Theatre of the Oppressed created awareness of social problematics that could potentially be 
changed by habit. However, there is no evidence that it effectively created measurable change. 

*

 Unless it is of course in a perfectly white exclusive 
daunting glass fronted gallery- art can be entirely imperme-
able and inaccessible too, but I am talking about public art 
or the one without the pompous impossible language. An art 
piece can be individual or collective but should be perhaps 
accessible ?

 On the film I produced I followed the opposite meth-
od, the viewer is made comfortable with a familiar setting 
and a narrative which he can identify with. Re-contextu-
alisation allows the viewer to connect emotionally with the 
characters before the critical aspect of the art piece is open as 
a mirror. The criticism is towards all characters in the story 
with whom one identifies in the first instance. Therefore the 
criticism is to all who engage with it. But it is done with com-
edy, disgust and some cheek too. 

*

*

*

Apologies this is mostly raw and 
unedited properly...

+

(2) Curtis, Adam. “HyperNormalisation.” UK: BBC (2016).

(3) Fisher, Berenice. “Feminist acts: Women, pedagogy, and Theatre of the Oppressed.” 
In Playing Boal, pp. 195-207. Routledge, 2002.



Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Selfish Giant’ (4)  came to mind many times while working on the project.  The 
moral value or the happiness the Giant feels in exchange from sharing his beautiful walled garden 
is a worthy exchange. Everyone wins from mutual gain. Tales for children and political novels for 
adults? Those not just drawing political fiction but carrying a moral or political content. Political 
fiction of the likes of Orwell for example, or political realist novels like Kundera, Doris Lessing, 
and Gabriel Garcia Marquez in magical realism, have arguably had a lasting social and political 
impact in that they not only use politics as a backdrop to the unfolding drama, but they allow the 
reader to connect to the characters and problematics, generating understanding, empathy, and 
potential action. Nevertheless, one could argue that these can be controlled bt State censorship 
and literary bans.

Focusing on the sustainability debate, Dr. Seuss ‘The Lorax’ (5) from 1971 is a tale for children 
addressing the destruction of the environment that can educate and bring awareness not only to 
children but also to the parents that read it to them at bedtime.

“I’m the Lorax who speaks for the trees which you seem to be chopping as fast  as you please. But I’m also 
in charge of the Brown Bar-ba-loots who played in the shade in their Bar-ba-loot suits and happily lived, 
eating Trufula Fruits. (...) “NOW ... thanks to your hacking my trees to the ground, there’s not enough 
Truffula Fruit to go ‘round.”

BUT ... business is business! And business must grow regardless of crammies in tummies, you know (...)
But I had to grow bigger. So bigger I got. I biggered my factory. I biggered my toads. I biggered my wag-
ons. I biggered the loads (...) And I biggered my money, which everyone needs.’  (6)

Another relevant litterary example with regards to the criticism of human behaviour is Ray Brad-
bury’s Martian Chronicles. Sci-fi where another planet is exploited and entirely consumed, de-
stroyed and lost with characters that breed horror and familiarity in the reader both. It is in the 
fact that the reader identifies with the destructive human quality of the colonies that promotes 
thought. 

The workshop organised in the faculty with Miguel Amortegui    was particularly valuable in that 
it promoted an emotional connection to individual subjects and empowerment of the audience 
and the artists through personal narrative. It focused on the time he spent in ‘The Jungle’ in Cal-
ais where there was hardly any form of ownership, of materials, nations, nor freedom available. 
What the refugees could own was their own story. Photographic photo essays are also devoid of 
language barriers, therefore offering a universal visual means of expression. 

CATALYST FOR CHANGE

The installation conceived post-Brexit for ONCA gallery in 2016 -also included in ‘Migrant’s 
Week’ at the British Museum,  focused on borders, migration and immigration.

*

 I was one of those parents. It’s  mad and madly en-
tertaining, delirious even, yet delivers a serious message. I 
love Dr Zeuss irreverent clarity. Multiple lreadings from one 
design output, and one of the ways by which I improved my 
back then very poor English- I learnt most of my vocabulary 
at the same time than my son.

 He is also a fellow foreigner, Spanish speaking South-
American artists who is from everywhere after years globe 
trotting, in part due to extremely difficult political reasons 
back in his native Colombia. Our similarities breed affinity.

*

*

*
(4) Wilde, Oscar. The selfish giant. Pioneer Drama Service, Inc., 1995.
(5) SEUSS’S, D. R. “The Lorax.” (2017) 
(6) Ibis.



The Power of symbols - From religious art to video art: 
The Sacrificial - those who pay the price for the greater good, the 

martyrs, the sacrifice required in the continuation of life?

Bill Viola’s installation ‘Mary’ inspired by  Michelangelo’s La pieta in 
the Vatican, ‘Martyrs’, and ‘The Raft’. 

We are not often even aware that these symbols are part of our own 
unconcious collective culture. ‘Man’ as ‘food’ is a piece I included in
‘Palatable’ an art exhibition questioning our relationship to food, 2014.

Dr. Seuss ‘The Lorax’, 1971. 
The place of literature in early years
 education on our damaging relationship to 
the environment.

Oscar Wilde’s ‘The Selfish Giant’ - from ‘The 
Happy Prince and Other Tales’ 1888, Image 
from Gertraud and Walter Reiner Film ~ 1967, 
Austria & Germany.

Own work with mother- ‘Nostalgies of Dresden’, Graphic 
animation made in 1989 to celebrate the fall of the Berlin 
Wall. Canal +, Chile and France. 

Ben Templesmith’s illustration for Orwell’s 
Animal Farm, banned in the USSR and other 
communist countries, 1945. 



The work was a successful collaboration between the public and a variety of practitioners in-
cluding economist, WHO talks on the AIDS pandemic and borders, food academics, and a pho-
tographer Lilian Simmonsonthat had also spent time in Calais. 

The piece also included word weaving, where writer Holly Dawson incorporated the words do-
nated by all visitors into five collective novellas. The words were drawn or written, and dialogue 
sometimes happened spontaneously in those pages. 

The unifying power of the stories was mirrored by an equally powerfull ‘Us and them’ rhetoric 
that is still present in current politics.

But given the extent that the current pandemic has excarebated border enforcement and divi-
sion, the premise that art can be used as a successful means to highlight environmental, social 
and political problems is even more urgent.

There is an element of artifice  and fiction that indeed grants more freedom to artists than pol-
iticians. Nonetheless, it should require an equal amount of responsibility. Even though it is not 
artists that will legislate, they are not mutually exclusive

Amongst some of the artists worthy of mention in Environmental art are Agnes Denes, a Hungar-
ian-born conceptual artist living and working in New York City and one of the firsts to embrace 
the environmental art movement. ‘Wheatfield, a Confrontation from 1982, took six months of 
planting golden wheat in a landfill near Wall Street.

Olafur Eliasson’s ’Ice Watch’ saw twenty blocks of ice from Greenland installed in Copenhagen 
for the UN IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report on Climate Change, in Paris for the UN Climate 
Conference COP21. In London, as means to connect the public to the reality of melting caps in 
the climate crisis, but also in order to experience and bring attention to the time issue - the ice 
blocks were arranged in the formation of a clock dial as the public watched it melt during the 
duration of the installation.

Yet art can arguably also be a means to manipulating a population- just like media can- in order 
to distract, entertain, and potentially control, and could be seen as just one more tool for power 
for whomever’s hands, it is made or used by. 

Art can be used to misinform or to enforce a specific view. In the late eighteen hundreds in Rus-
sia, painters of the academia were not to replicate a physical reality but to enhance patriotism, 
until a wave of rebels lead by Vladimir Stasov created the school of social realism, as political 
paintors who sought an art that would remake society’ (7).

Through art, it is possible to create awareness, understanding and more extensive engagement 
as well as uniting the public with a sense of collective identity. However, more often than not, 
art- especially public art can be impermanent, and its impact, therefore arguably limited to the 
time it is seen.

 In contrast- an episode touched on a previous mod-
ule- a man on a train attacked me- it highlighted further the 
impact of political propaganda.

brief RESUME and more details of the experience of the 
show itself exhausting, tears of audience, story telling in front 
of the map, connection to emotions through narrative. 

FOCUS ON ART AS CONNECTION BETWEEN PEOPLE, 
complete strangers, collabotratioins blah..

Some events shape and define you- this one was definately 
one of them. It has shaped my Masters themes, having resur-
faced - I am not done with this yet- I feel it is important to 
include it for the work to be understood, hence me expand-
ing  here and refering back to that particular piece of work 
on this workbook. I have tried to expand on the experienc of 
it rather than repeat it. I hope I manged, forgive me, thoughts 
are getting louder in lockdown...

Value of emotional connection...

**

Blah? Marina Abramovic

Develop further -
I am talking to myself now 
even.I blame Covid.

Tate exhibition first comission funded by UNILEVER !

+

+
+

(7) Cohen, Aaron J. Imagining the unimaginable: World War, modern art, & the politics 
of public culture in Russia, 1914-1917. U of Nebraska Press, 2008.



Blah? Marina Abramovic

Develop further -
I am talking to myself now 
even.I blame Covid.

Music and film can have a long-lasting impact - especially given that we seem to repeat the same 
mistakes over and over and over again- Pink Floyd’s ‘The Wall’ in 1980 influenced and reached 
populations across class and country with a warning against our inner totalitarian potential self 
and hunger for power, as well as bringing attention to the Berlin Wall. 

Yet this might be, like Shakespearean    narratives, because it addresses elemental qualities and 
faults of humankind qualities of do not appear to vary- much-  through times, nor country, gain-
ing thus universal and timeless value.

In a joint effort with politics, including government legislation, we could, in theory, ensure further 
lasting regulation than through art alone.

Design is distinct from art in that it occupies a role with far closer ties to the legal system, insti-
tutionalisation and systematisation. For example,  when it brings physical changes in the built 
environment of urban space, for example, or when currency is created, or new ID -Will  Covid-19 
Passports be enforced? 

Ensuing legislation do curb our liberties but don’t they also ensure a civil society? Cities, in par-
ticular, can function partly due to these, from red lights to parking to pedestrianised areas and 
cycleways, to rights to clean air, pollution and waste regulations. Do we, in fact, need more reg-
ulations?  

Art and radical revolutionary design, and regulations,  cannot always seem to coexist, especially 
in increasingly authoritarian regimes that deem artists dangerous      individuals that can cause 
instability or challenge the status quo.

Symbols can be powerful in a popular visual global culture, and therefore, potentially dangerous. 
Bill Viola’s installation in St. Paul’s Cathedral in London used powerful religious symbols that fo-
cused on the idea of sacrifice through the four elements. It reframed the reality of death and an 
universal uniting understanding of religious in four video installations that brought them closer to 
an audience with a language they are familiar with. ‘The Raft’ in 2004, addresses Human Calam-
ity and shared humanity in the unstable and unseen powers, and how we must strive to survive 
together.  

Pussy Riot spent nearly two years imprisoned in Russia on charges of “hooliganism motivated 
by religious hatred,” Ai Weiwei lives in exile in Berlin and also spent time in prison. Pro-democra-
cy student protester Joshua Gong had to cancel his solo art show in Hong Kong due to threats 
from the Chinese government.

 ‘Crazy’- how many times did I hear my mother- a 
rather tempestous  woman, and alas, also, a painter - be-
ing called crazy. Possibly even more times than I have been 
called that myself. And all her bohemian friends were and 
still are crazy naturally too- or were, until recently hailed as 
great geniuses, and offered National prizes and the newspa-
per’s front pages.  

Most of the crazy colourful and ‘extremely dangerous artists’ 
that pepper my childhood memories were State enemies once, 
dissidents and drunks that spent some or all the years of Pi-
nochet’s dictatorship in exile. Us amongst them. It was many 
years after the regime fell before those who survived were tol-
erated, then applauded as denouncing heroes. But they did 
not change - it was the public’s perception that changed. Did 
they all go mad too...?  And what of the cost they had to pay 
for their political and humanitarian convictions?

 My sister is a thespian...not the Shakesperean type- 
but she understands the charm of endelss love and repeti-
tion of the love, hate, murder death, tragedy stories and un-
derstamds where the recognition is between characters and 
audience. Shakespeare stole the stories- not entirely but...
someone has always thought your ideas before you do- ask 
the Greeks- They invented both theatre and tragedy- as well 
as civilisation and philosophy- yet yes we know it was at the 
cost of slaves. We are quite simple beyond our complexities. 
Our needs for suvival are the same, although our values 
about what we need beyond that for us to be ‘happy’ , might 
greatly differ. Generalisations are brilliantly terrible and 
wrong of course- but they serve a purpose- we are all born  
hopefully helathy to a mother, we grow, learn, communicate,  
love,  suffer, hate, hopefully dont murder anyone, age, might  
choose children or family, age some more, be old and prob-
ably cantankerous, and die- this is a good life, one without 
the a chorus line jesus christ supertar or death by nailing to 
a cross. Art that trascneds tine often focuses in human dra-
mas, or in the opposite, the ordinary aspect of our lives. In 
what we have in common even with our ancestors.

*

*
*

*
"Crazy"-  is also a fantastic Indie French Canadian film about tolerance 
of non traditional sexual relationships, the coming of age of a homosexual 
boy, liberalism- with the superb add on of an amaaaaazing sountrack!

+



‘In 2013, a report by Farida Shaheed, the UN Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights, stated 
that governments should respect “the right of artists to dissent, to use political, religious and economic 
symbols as a counter-discourse to dominant powers’ (8).

Environmental interventionist art is not often condemned as firmly as political art is but Reverend 
Billy   and the Church of Stop Shopping Choir have been arrested repeatedly in New York for 
disrupting the ‘order’ and sing the ‘Shopocalypse, the end of humanity through manic consum-
erism. They have protested in the British Museum in London to bring attention to their donations 
from BP. 

There is an element of urgency in political and environmental art and design, which the medium 
allows to convey, and engage the population emotionally and practically by participation in an 
integrated collaborative way that a science that remains impermeable might not.

*

 Blurb

 I had a band when I was sixteen- It happens to be 
that one of my friend in the band back then, sings today in 
NYC with Reverend Billy, so I had the pleasure to see them 
perform at the Marlborough in Brighton two years ago. Hu-
mour is certainly an important weapon in their choir, as is 
the acceptance that you will spend time in jail for political 
action...

*

*

What my brains feels like right 
now... it s 1.48 AM and I still cant 
sleep...

+

(8) Shaheed, Farida. “Report of the Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights: 
The right to freedom of artistic expression and creativity.” UN Doc A/HRC/23/34, 
Human Rights Council (2013).



Olafur Eliasson ‘Ice Watch’, London 2014.

Reverend Billy and The Church of Earthallelujah ,
Chase Manhattan Bank, NYC, 2013. 

Recontextualising the use of familiar famous art 
pieces by El Prado Museum and WWF - online, 2019.

Ai Weiwei’s installation of 15.000 life vests  represented 
drowned migrants at the Konzerthaus, Berlin, 2017.

Agnes Denes ‘A Wheatfield, a Confrontation in NYC, 1982.

The ‘Theatre of the Opressed’ developped in 
1971 by activist  Augusto Boal.

Environmental art /
Red earth/ Wayne Binitie
Olafur Eliasson Case Study 
TATE MODERN

Experience of art, 
emotional connection value
& sustainability?

INTO THE FOG  - TRUST



Own work - Photographs of participatory art 
exhibtion ‘Sway’ at ONCA, Brighton, 2017 in 
response to sustainability issues. 

Including additive map, growing sway of mi-
grating swallows, collective word weaving/ 
story telling by author Holly Dawson, addi-
tive  sound installation by John  Warburton, 
photography of Calais jungle by L. Simonssen, 
talks from WHO, Hummmingbird Charity, 
Mick Taylor on Econimics, and RSPB on mi-
gration. 

The exhibition integrated many practicioners 
and fields, as well as the audience. The writ-
ing output from the word weaving exercice is 
Appendix 1.

Poster and film from ‘Presents’ Module- Can art 
change the world and affect perspectives, culture and 
the balance of power towards a more just world for 
all?

Words collected as a response from the audi-
ence to the exhibition.

Anchor point 1  -  From Presents Module-
Borders, division, collective responsibility. 

Inequality, injustice, inbalance- 
who is accountable?

+



Resume Futures:  connections, 
collective balance
anchor point 2

constellations
“A human being is a part of the whole called by us universe, 
a part limited in time and space. He experiences himself, his 
thoughts and feeling as something separated from the rest, a 

kind of optical delusion of his consciousness. This delusion is a 
kind of prison for us, restricting us to our personal desires and to 
affection for a few persons nearest to us. Our task must be to free 

ourselves from this prison by widening our circle of 
compassion to embrace all living creatures and the whole of na-

ture in its beauty.”
― Albert Einstein 

pivotal

Human migration.

Pivotal Constellations explores plural identities as a key element of a sustain-
able collaborative model aiming at constructing collective balance.

We often define ourselves with or against -You and I, Us and Them- but in reality 
even on an individual level, we all wear a lot of hats.
The research project intends to promote understanding, tolerance and debate 
through play and visualisation. 

But also, to consider plural identities, multiculturalism and perpetually shifting 
perspective in the light of how we are inevitably connected to one another, in 
order to promote trust and dignity beyond the binary present divide. It also in-
tends to highlight all one’s choice(s) do have a collective impact and enable us 
to affect change.

Anchor point 2  -  From Futures Module
Division, identity, movement and balance. 



 This might sound a bit crazy but- isn’t that what writ-
ers do?  Create entire characters with one or multiple voices?
Thespians are an excellent example of this. But beyond that, 
dont we think in words? I certainly do sometimes - writing 
is an essential part of my practice. Isn’t it how language and 
thought are intertwined and how we develop ideas, having 
internal debates with oneself- or the reader as an audience.

FORMATIVE NOTE

MINI BRIEFS
Reaseach through Design.

 A new voice has been added in this form. This, is clearly 
not my handwriting but is the  closest I have found to the 
idea... it s probably a good thing it isnt my hand writing- it 
looks good and splindly but is very hard to read. But not as 
hard to decipher as my mum s. Doesnt handwriting say a 
lot about your identiyt?

  The voices in this instance are the characters 
of the narrative, which might allow an audience 
   to identify with one, or another- The good, the 
bad, the annoying. We carry multitudes within. I   
feel the worbook division in plural voices is a more 
    faithful experience of thought processes 
                                         by the reader.

 We are constantly interrupted and faced 
  with layer after layer of information simoultane-
ously in a sensorial overload. While we can 
 miraculasly juggle and process soe of the in-
formation, it is the meaningful experiences we 
  retain-  those which help us make sense of 
the world. For me, Art is one of them , Yet doesnt 
   art imitate life? Can it convey the urgent sus-
tainability message and create actual change? Art 
    is my science fiction for the future. 

I will take the side of the revolutionaries and not, 
the technologists -for now- albeit in the end, it 
is likely to require US to be both and maaaany 
moooooore!

+
+

*

*





TANGENTIAL TUESDAY- DANCE

The brief for this work was to explore an indirect connection to the subject of  sustainability, divi-
sion and identity, through art & design. The project was heaviliy influenced by the experience of 
lockdown during COVID 19. A blog that had been dorment for a while was revived- the develop-
ment below can be found in it’s contents here: https://solangeleon.tumblr.com/
The blog is a personal research diary. Below is an excerpt of what was initially sent to the danc-
ers that participated in the first piece in March 2020.

COVID DANCE

‘Social distancing graphs and photos is what I am looking at right now. Tapes roughly added on 
the floor, equidistant, a new physical road reading exercise which some are used to with driving. 

The density of distance is becoming palpable after day ten of not seeing anyone ‘really’. Rectan-
gular reality doesn’t count on screen, albeit it helps. 

Every man is an island... I mean, every woman. Every person perhaps.  

Even on walks, dog walkers are doing this strange little choreography where you spot someone, 
slow down and read the movements of the person you’ve encountered, circling each other or 
moving to a side path whilst they past, simultaneously  smiling even in the dark, with thanks aloud 
or breathed between scarves, masks, gloves, all smothered in the darkness of the night falling.  

Ten days of no real contact start to feel like a very solid barrier between me and the outside world. 
I am in my little island with furry friends and voices and echoes of bad internet connection distor-
tions, a new rhythm of conversations slow and unnatural. Listening and muting one’s microphone 
when the other is talking. Watching for a visual response that says I heard you.  

I heard you. 

...heard you, heard you, you, you, you, you ... it echoes.

No contact. No touch. 

It is not just isolation- I mean it is- but it is the invisible density of the air which seems so clear 
with the nature around me that paradoxically, Feels solid like ice when I m trying to connect with 
people. 

Communication... The incessant pinging of the phone has started irritating me. I don’t look at the 
news any more.  

 A note on identity - if I wasnt ‘me’ connecting with 
professional performers of the caliber of my friend Stuart 
Waters and sister Florence Leon might have been more dif-
ficult. I am not boasting. There are plenty of occasions when 
I curse my past self for making my life harder- a dance proj-
ect during Lockdown? I could have seriously have chosen an 
easier subject, a material collaboration, with books or pens, 
or air. A collaboration with mud- anything taht does not 
need physical contact and feeling one another’s impulses in 
space- real space.

On the other hand, my incorregible wish to save the world 
single handedly often gets me into trouble. And seeing as 
performers are amongst those who ‘cannot work from home’ 
and are particularly depressed and not able to work- it is of 
course!- whom I decided to engage with.

And- I did it twice! Do we ever learn!?

Be careful what you wish for- may be happy endings do only 
exist in Hollywood. 

 My Instagram account appears to have become also 
a virtual space to open up conversations that relate to the 
Masters work. Yes, social media is questionnable- but it is 
direct and rather informal too, and perhaps a tool not to be 
sneered upon in our current pandemical predicament. 

*

*



Photo credit Joachim Sundstrom march 2020.

Photo credit Birmingham mail.
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+

The figure of eight solution, Cris Moore 1993, numerical experiment Alain Chenciner and Richard 
Montgomery 2000. How do we annotate movement, a new way of moving without contact?

Depiction of Movement in dance in time with music. 

Own photo- Through a new kind of looking glass- trying to connect to University lectures.
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Karate Kata- Karate training with Shinpan Gusukuma sensei at Shuri Castle 
c.1938, Okinawa Prefecture, Japan- Nakasone Genwa

Constructing movement - Eadweard Muybridge, Animal Locomotion, 1878.

Own sketchbook,  drawing as means to thinking about  the new way to connect.
(Prompted by Ben Sweeting’s paper on deciding undecideables)
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While building a ‘mobile’ model about collective balance and equilibrium for our previous mod-
ule I couldn’t help but hear a waltz in my head.There is one specific waltz that I love, which was 
written for the choreography of cleaning ladies in offices empty at night, that I heard in an Adam 
Curtis (X) film that came to mind and that I will have to find. Note to self.  

The choreography of a plastic bag dancing in the wind, another. 

How do we annotate this? 

I might not be able to count but I love graphs and geometry so I looked into choreography and 
maths and eureka- the figure of eight image appears in an unintelligibly complicated and intelli-
gent mathematic talk.   

But I understand it has three principles.  

- Continual movement 
-A trajectory (the infinite or eight shape)  
- Three elements in movement at the same pace, and equidistant from each other so they don’t 
come into contact with each other at any point. 
Continuum.  

It s a word- I don’t know what it means but spell check seems to like it so I ll have to look into that. 
Note to self number two. 

I ll have to look into dance and movement annotations and symbols- like in music, the dance 
pieces survive the artists that have created them, just like Einsteins theories have. I know Laban 
is one important piece of the puzzle.

Intrigued by annotations I’ve seen my sister use in theatre, in Muybridge’s
mapping of movement, the creation of cinema but hang on, stay with the written language of 
movement. 

How do we draw the Covid dance. Public two metre marks in public spaces and equal distanc-
ing, moving at the same orderly pace- unless you re a teenager, well, some teenagers. Or chil-
dren who can’t really move orderly all the time. It takes discipline this order. Like fish shawls at 
sea, starlings in their magnificent mammoth sized cloudy shapes, Batsheeva on stage- an Israeli 
dance company I greatly admire.

My sister, a physical theatre performer Le Coq Style- whom I also profoundly admire, always 
speaks of seeing without looking. Hearing movement in anticipation of what will come, so you 
look and can see what s happening all around you, even behind you. You ‘see’- but not with your 
eyes. The group on stage is one body. It s an extraordinary feeling when achieved. A Communion 
of sorts, only in thespian s church, or in an improvised choir perhaps.  

I never found it again.

L ater developing into the drawing that won the John Andrews Award!

+

+

 I am a huge fan of Adam Curtis- his work, I havent 
had the pleasure to meet him unfortunately. He also loves 
dance as a visual medium so his music as well as his visual 
editing methods resonate with me. 

 Eight is my favourite number so I got naturally excit-
ed about this. Orange is my favourite colour. It used to be red 
and is fading slowly into yellow now. Perhaps it’s fading with 
age? 

 According to The Cambridge Dictionary (X) : some-
thing that changes in character gradually or in very slight 
stages without any clear dividing points.

According to Merriam Webster Dictionary: a coherent whole 
characterized as a collection, sequence, or progression of val-
ues or elements varying by minute degrees.

Or: the set of real numbers including both the rationals and 
the irrationals broadly - I prefer that one, it makes me feel 
identified. We are all at set of real number (of mollecules), 
rational and irrational at times...

*

*

**

*

(1) Curtis, Adam, ‘The Trap: What Happened to Our Dream of Freedom’, BBC 2007.

(1) https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/continuum, accessed 05/02/21.
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/continuum, accessed 05/02/21.



Improvising.  

There is no script. It is a fixed trajectory to some extent, how flies fly in a mathematical shape, or 
our beautiful Brighton starling show. It is a trajectory that moves in the greater space, interrupted 
at times by buildings, or fish getting away from sharks to rearrange themselves in a safe known 
order.  

The tutor thinks the joggers are the sharks, moving at a faster pace and demanding quick rear-
rangements of groups that are moving at the slower pace. 

Covid is our new choreographed order, in a collective motion that we find often in nature but that 
us humans have mostly forgotten, beyond certain art forms, and perhaps silent yoga, katas, syn-
chronised swimming perhaps, mimicking the natural world. 

There is no competition in these. Only collaboration. You are only as strong as your weakest link 
in ‘sintonia’, in synchrony.  

We might need a new notation, a new empty space between us to acknowledge and move 
around each other, but all working together in what is perhaps  a new horizon.’

TENSION & TRUST

Below is the second text sent to the dancers - as part of the thinking they were asked to respond 
to in movement. The content was also from conversations with Stuart Waters and Florence Leon- 
dancer and physical theatre actress. Stuart participated on the initial section of the project and 
created a solo piece but decided not to continue with the later stages. They were also sent stills 
of the film produced for the Futures module (Pivotal Constellations) previously recorded on this 
workbook.

‘The moon is hugely pregnant out there, radiant, like pregnant women so often are.  So radiant 
that I can’t sleep. The task of finding a tangential on my collective equilibrium project for fair and 
just futures- in other words, an apprentice to Calder’s aspirational mobile- made me think of the 
movement of the piece.

How do we annotate and express movement in two dimensions, how do we record it? Like music 
or dance, all the parts move simultaneously but following different trajectories, fixed in a larger 
space. The only specific requirement beside the objective of collaborative balance for my model 
is:  

Space.   

A central empty void is needed to hang a mobile. Tall and wide enough for the fragile structure to 
move, pivot, swivel and balance, fixed yet flexible, suspended.  

The only requirement to survive the Covid 19 outbreak.  

Spacing.

The new movement we are having to learn is giving way on narrow lanes. Listening and carefully 
watching, responding and also - trust.  You trust that they will move, they trust that you will, we all 
move apart.   I thought of fish schools  moving away yet keeping the perfect distance and density. 
So we dance and move like sardines all packed up, in new ways to ensure survival of the specie 
and non death.   

I started thinking about traditional dance and mimicking the natural world, in direct analogies 
such as Black swans flying in V formations at perfectly synchronised ballet- Matthew bourne in-
troduces an interesting and radical gender reverse in his production to perfectly stilted ballerinas 
walking in long stilt like doll legs. In unison.  But ballet is only for the exclusive few, a performance 
that one observes and experiences vicariously, like theatre often is too, cinema, television. All 
these are clearly divided spaces- at least in traditional productions- where the audience is not 
participatory. 

So what was dance and what is dance and what could this new Covid dance be like? 

We have discussed notation and movement language- from exponentials and mathematical no-
tations to the figure of eight- we will focus on the physical movement aspect first. Dance was 
originally means of expression from when? Tribal dances? They have a collective beat and were 
performed perhaps in order to communicate with the gods, beating drums and feet and hearts 
in one song.

Collective rather than individual? 

Looking initially into waltz I realised the huge numbers of people that used to meet up and dance 
TOGETHER, like one body- not only in the rich salons of Vienna for the debutantes parties, but 
in the streets, at parties, asking the belle for a dance- it dawned on me that dance was even at a 
popular level an activity which connected strangers but that asked them to move cohesively. To 
listen to one another, to lead, to follow, to feel, to trust. 

And seeing that we don’t know what tomorrow’s world will look like, we should probably get used 
to improvise too...

To dance in partnership or in groups you have to know the steps, and trust that the others know 
them too. And try not to step on your partners toes, ideally.  Keep your balance. A mutual balance. 
Contact Improvisation work in contemporary dance is a good example of finding new movement 
and learning new responses.  

But all ballroom dance require a dialogue of hands legs and hips- especially if you are Latin. Of all 
these, the hardest I found to learn was tango.

+
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You have to connect and respond to the movements of the leading partner- generally male as 
tango could be seen as a chauvinistic dance in that it is the men that  always traditionally lead. 
The steps are difficult. Feeling them, responding in perfect timing and elegantly and with the fe-
rociousness required, a true accomplishment of humane coordination of limbs, hearts and brains. 
Then hope for creativity, later, much later.  My tango ‘career’ fell short due to a my Achilles heel, 
an injury that has recently interestingly returned. How timely. May be I should not even think 
‘dance’. My dancing days are far from over, but are probably counted.

It is 2.23 AM - Two twenty three- same time, different writing...

One two three for five six seven eight, two two three four five six seven eight, three two three 
four five six seven eight, ...and so on, is how you count in dancing. 

In waltz, or a waltz in tango (also a possibility just to add to the complexity of the impossible) one 
counts only in three’s - One two three one two three dresses swiiiishing round anda round the 
room- it s only one two three- I can count to three.

The footage of people waltzing in the streets in London for the coronation of the Queen are mind 
blowing. It’s an ocean in movement,  hypnotized I watch it over and over again like a child. 

When did we stop meeting in the square on Sundays to dance with our neighbours? 

When we go dancing these days- we go to a club, a sweaty party where we throw ourselves 
around but dance in our minds and our bodies- mostly, alone. 

With the exception of Latin vibes and then, it changes- for me.

I’m then back to dancing with my sister- not in my mother’s house dancing with my grandmother 
and all the family too for New Year’s Eve like we used to- but dancing with my blood, like we have 
since we were small.

I know she’ll always catch me and throw me and that I can do the same without having to think. 
Practiced, life practice. 

When you know ‘the’ dance and trust they know ‘the’ dance - you can dance the dance with 
anyone.Trust. They will catch you. 

And even if you don’t, getting it all wrong is also fun!

so if you have a script - you can go to compass 24 -two three four six seven eight? I ll never manage.+

 Place matters. Brighton being the liberal albeit rather 
white city we live in (‘city’ ahem... is a debatable descrip-
tion)- but! I had the pleasure to dance with gay couples and 
women leading too. 

 Only not counted by the numerophobic here Appar-
ently, it is also called arithmephobic!

 The videos are on the Tumblr blog- I love them. I had 
no idea waltz was a popular dance!

 It is really hard  to re-read myself  here. I wrote this in 
2020. Much has changed since. There will be no more sisterly 
dancing. I am sure my identity will change with it too, and 
the work I take forward in a new life practice. One can’t have 
it all...

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*



Swans migration- Stock photograph. 

Swan Lake by Matthew Bourne - photo credit-  Sadler’s Wells

Own early drawing concept for ‘Sway’ - a political response,  at ONCA, 
Brighton, 2016..

Bourne s Swan lake directly mimics the formations of 
swans like the original does. Yet it challenged the 
delicate female gender stereotype of swans in the 
traditional story by having an all male cast. It complete-
ly transformed the fragile female swans into  wild male 
-also stereotyped- creatures - 

Challenging or supporting the status quo?

+

Viennese  Waltz -  still from stock film.  

Strauss Waltz in written form - for piano. All instruments will have different  writings 
and keys but it all comes together perfectly with the discipline of an orchestra.

I cant read music.  
 they failed me 
at the conservatoire 3 
years running for  
  drawing  the  
      keys the   
    wrong way.   
 Dyslexia wasnt  
 a thing yet...
 I am glad for  
 perception   
 changes and   
 more tolerance -
 I never went  
 back to music,  
 so another 
 experience that 
  spahed  
 my identity.
   

+

+
A grim reflection - Robert Capa- ‘Women dancing in the streets of Moscow’ 1947. 

Sixty percent of men 
that left to battle didn t  
  make it back home.

An elitist projection of ideal order and beauty? Not always...
When waltz was first introduced it was deemed indecent and 
sinful due to the close hold of the dancers. It is music com-
posers like Strauss, that much later made it acceptable...

+



FUN  [class online presentation]

‘Dance is a form of physical activity, which is sustain-able because it is “fun.’
Patricia T. Alpert, Home Health Care Management & Practice. (X)

Dance for Sustainability?

When it comes to explain the why behind the choice of dance as the subject of a tangential 
project, the choice was intuitive. I have had experience in both dance and physical theatre- per-
formance teaches anyone that everything that takes place on stage affects everyone, the entire 
group of actors on stage, but also, it affects the audience. They - the observers-  in turn affect 
the performance. It’s an intense conversation.  

Given the previous research (Futures) focused on collective equilibrium- balance- trust, and con-
nection, the idea of dance as a medium ‘felt’ (X) like an attractive concept worth exploring, espe-
cially in the light of the current limitations on movement due to lockdown pandemic. 

The first visual changes to emerge in everyday environments were the two metre marks on the 
floor of supermarkets and streets, reflecting the manner which population was asked to move 
when confronted with ‘the other’ in public spaces. Akin to boxers in a ring,  people began to 
measure one another to anticipate the movement of the individual in front, to avoid contact or 
proximity. This demands slowing down; watching, ‘listening’ intently. There is an exchange of 
trust - in that a stranger will begin to move at the same time than whomever is in front or being 
followed, or having to respond to movement, rather than in the natural thoughtless manner pre- 
Covid-19. It’s a negotiation of space suspended between tension, and trust. 

Populations have been forced to acknowledge each other’s presence, whereas before, even 
though allowed to touch, most industrious lifestyles meant that people ignored each other in 
the street. The reality of the extent to which human beings are in fact connected, in immediacy 
as well as acroos continents and oceans has become apparent. So questions of density arise, 
and of how many people are allowed in ‘togetherness’, of how and if they can move with greater 
discipline in view of a common objective (in dance, the ensemble)- in this case, purely for the sur-
vival of the species. What would this new form of movement be if annotated or drawn, the global 
Covid Dance, and could dance offer the tools needed to regain a form of collective balance.

How did societies evolve from dancing in the streets on Sunday together,   to dancing alone 
mostly in sweaty clubs, eyes closed, not doing any steps but enjoying the energy of all those 
also dancing alone, but in proximity? Is there a case for dancing with individual expression but 
following a broader collective compass?

 Seeing as my ‘fun’ requirement records for any work 
I undertake, it might be hard to believe I didn’t write that 
quote, but of course, I entirety agree with it. I am nonethe-
less aware that some folk hate dancing and do not have the 
coordination or motor skills it requires, nor the inclination 
or spirit. But who said you needed to dance well to enjoy it?  
My sister and I- I know, she is in my every tale- sing down 
the road at the top of our lungs, getting all sorts of looks from 
strangers - intentionally badly. Not dance in this case, but a 
similar example that might explain the value of enjoyment 
that any practice or activity has for me. 

Here is a suggestion: choose a well-known song, and hit the 
last note of a sentence a semitone up or down- the results 
are hysterically funny and horrifically awful. My favourite 
horror street song performance is to ‘Love is in the air, with a 
Gypsy Flamenco air for added terribleness. Mostly, it makes 
people flinch but smile,  while we roar with laughter.

(1) Alpert, Patricia T. “The health benefits of dance.” Home Health Care Management 
& Practice 23, no. 2 (2011): 155-157.

(1) From own work in Futures module Workbook- xxxx calls it ‘reseach from’ where 
the value of emotion and our feelings is a valuable tool in creating empathy. According 
to Dr Loshini Moodley in conversation on the subject, one cannot change gow people 
think, but one can affect how people feel, and that it is the only way to affect change 
in her patients. 

Any, minus numbers- 
Numbers excluded. I just asked the Google Gods and  
 - it has a name. Am I numerophobic? I would have     
   never made it to astronaut- more of a space cadet. 

Unless it s boring then that dynamic and
     tension disappears. 

++

* *

 Twisting and twirling in ballrooms, or howling and 
doing the ‘Wild Rumpus’ under the moonlight around a fire 
- I am a huge fan of Maurice Sendak. 
**



Own working notes and emails



WHY?

The health benefits of dance are well documented. Dance is a form of exercise that benefits the 
body but also the mind; it improves memory; it helps the brain form new interconnections and 
to work faster. It increases flexibility, balance, spatial awareness, and the health of your heart, as 
well as allowing for creativity, and individual expression.

‘As a therapy,  it is used against Alzheimer’s and dementia, to reduce stress and anxiety, but also to 
combat loneliness and depression when practised in a social environment.  Improvising allows you to 

move in ways that you are not familiar with and in doing so it breaks usual patterns and old 
behaviour’ -  Stuart Waters (X). 

WHAT IS DANCE?

The anthropology of human movement is a relatively young field of study, dance anthropology or 
dance ethnology was not established as a solid field of research within anthropological studies 
until the 1960’s-1970’s.

Dance appears to be one of those things that makes us human- dance is present in all known 
cultures and each one of them has some form of traditional dance that they feel represents a 
particular National character. 

The Chilean National dance is called ‘Cueca’-  based on the courting dance of a hen and a cock-
erel, and named after the sound a hen makes after laying an egg -cluck- ‘clueca’ in Spanish. 
However, in Chile alone there are many ‘other’ traditional dances- twenty four official ones. There 
is even amongst  and them an ‘Austral Waltz’, a direct adaptation of the Austrian dance. Which 
one is the true representative of Chile? All? None? And how did the waltz get there? WORD DOC 
French also waltzed but not as famously as the Austrian, with lasting images of Parisians danc-
ing in the streets after the Liberation.   It did however not originate in France and is not a native 
dance like Morris Dancing in the UK.  

The drawings included in the study started with a waltz, partially due to personal choice.  Is it that 
dance -just like many other cultural expressions- including biscuits-  is a form of ethnographic 
record. Could it somehow embody both the culture it comes from and the one where it is being 
performed? Dance can transcend borders, class systems- like all things fun- it is contagious. But 
does it convey a message that could be potentially charged and therefore dangerous?

The difficulty with a history of dance is that we don’t know what first men danced to, or what 
steps they rocked in Greece. 

‘It is possible to conjecture that the cave dweller may have pretended to be an animal, when he danced 
at the dawn of the world, the dances of the primitive man are generally mimetic. He has not learnt to 

express himself in any other way’. (X)

(X) Florence Leon is a professional physical theatre actress Le Coq Style. Stuart 
James Waters is a professional dancer and a Contemporary Dance Teacher for the CAT 
scheme which my son attended for four years at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of music 
and Dance in London - in conversation with Florence Leon & myself. Stuart specialises 
in mental health and emotional safety through safe practice awareness - 2nd April 2020.
https://stuartwaters.info/education-learning-participation/safeguarding-the-cre-
ative-process/

(X) Is dance tacit knowledge? Who taught the first human to dance?  I imahine they all 
just broke into dance without one person teaching the others. Spontaneous steps per se. 
It is only when trying to structure a dance collectively in a particular shape that dance 
is tought. Movement itself, is natural. Around six months old, when they first hang onto 
furniture to stay upwards, babies rock themselves and dance to their parent’s music, 
often out of pleasure and not because a parent has told them or taught them to. Crick, 
Malcolm, ‘Explorations in language and meaning: towards a semantic anthropology’, 
London: Malaby Press, 1976 - P9. 

 Yet I know plenty of people that detest dance- the anti 
dance brigade - but it is uncommon in South America. 

 Not my favourite and one I had to learn at school and 
perform for Independence Day reluctantly. I chose Chile as 
an example... I grew up there. Our Argentinian neighbours 
got instead- life IS unfair- to represent their flamaboyantness 
with the passionate, beautiful irresistible impossible to learn 
Tango as their cultural icon.  

 ... because of it ‘s dizzying nature and all those cir-
cles being drawn in different directions, I am an incorregible 
romantic after all. It was my personal favourite style when 
I danced Tango too- it is an unusual combination of both 
the South American throw yourself around passion and  the 
poise and containment in contrast of Viennese elegance- a 
cross breed ‘specialite’ where the tension between the two 
styles creates a well balanced parley.

 At least in my memory - I went to French school so 
we had to dance waltzes too, like ‘La Javannaise, somehow 
entangled with Leonard Cohen’s eighties this waltz this waltz 
this waltz that I fell in love with decades later. 

 Stuart is a specialised practicioner - the expert- yet 
one particularly aware of the dangers of professional dance- 
not physical injuries, but the inhumane pressure that high 
achieving dancers are under when at the top of their game.  
He nearly didn’t survive it. Eating disorders and mental he-
lath issues are only recently being aknowledged and consid-
ered in the field and for athletes too - paradoxically, they are 
often treated as machines of movement.

*

*

*

**
*

*

*

*

I have the feeling that Egyptians did not 
know much about The Bangles...

+



 FUN! (Jitterbugging in Harlem 1939, Museum of the City of New York, anonymous)

Florence Leon performing in an excerpt   from Anomic’s Chapter Six: 
World Theatre, Monterey at CSU Summer  Arts. Photo unknonwn. 

Bridgett Ann Lawrence- dancer, actress and yoga teacher.

Stuart Water’s ‘Rock Bottom’    -  bring s attention to the dangers of dance -  Photo: Joe Amitage.

Cueca  in Valparaiso, - ‘Epicentro Chile’- stock photo.

Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music and Contemporary Dance -
Creative dance class London 2016 - Own photograph.

Ifugao Tribe Dancing To The Music Of The Ganzá, Philippines 1911. Anonymous.

 My Son- has been a student of all of 
        us in various fields.

Teacher and friend, he has worked professionally with all of us... 

My sister and teacher- the dance project were a family affair-     
 very Covid couture. Relations! - added bonus they form the shape of 
the Soutern Cross!  My very own 
Pivotal Constellation? 

MyTeacher for ten years and best friend, also directed on 
stage by my sister for a Fringe production.

I met Stuart randomly at a dinner at my neighbours-
   He was one of his oldest friends. To our surprise 
     and amusement we quickly realised that he was 
        my son s teacher, naturally... Random relations!

+

+

+

+

+



But dance, is not strictly human...

DIRTY DANCING

‘It is possible to conjecture that the cave dweller may have pretended to be an animal, when he danced 
at the dawn of the world, the dances of the primitive man are generally mimetic. He has not learnt to 

express himself in any other way’. (X)

The second drawing on the series observed the movement of sardines and not, starlings as first 
foreseen. However, although the motion might appear from a human point of view as a dance, 
it might not be so. It is humans that might mime this movement into dance and give it a different 
attribute altogether. 

Starlings live on the edge and move by sight, in formations which remain a mystery. The mathe-
matical models are beautiful as well as intriguing; yet scientists do not know why starlings move 
in cloudy murmurations. Schools of fish - sardines in this instance- move in relationship to their 
neighbours, in order to maximize foraging, safety from predators and speed of movement.   The 
drawing conveys the formation and movement that they take when predators attack. The piece 
demanded time, discipline, and detailed observation. The careful positioning of the fish raised 
the question of wether humans would indeed manage to move this accurately. Further research 
showed that schools of fish do not learn to move this way,    they evolved to do so. Is there any 
chance for communities to move cohesively to that degree? And how long does evolution take?

Are you familiar with Dirty Dancing? Showy Peacock spiders dance as part of their mating rit-
uals, romantic scorpions waltz, with the overly excited occasional spiking of the female by the 
venom of his male counterpart. Praying Mantis, also dance to mate, but often end up devouring 
the males as a result of it.

Stick and leaf insect also dance, but it is still a mystery as to what purpose.

Cuttlefish, birds of paradise, bung beetles, also dance for courting it appears. But some can ad-
just their rhythm and dance without reproduction being the evident objective.

Honey - loving bees communicate with dance, with complex moves in lines and figures of ‘8’, 
where they give each other directions with the ‘Waggle dance’- an advanced form of touch com-
munication. Some argue that plants and algae dance too, this is debatable and depending on 
what it is that we define as dance. 

‘We read that non-human animals ‘dance’; however, their ritualized movements are programmed ac-
tion sequences. They do not voluntarily express or withhold emotions and ideas distances in time and 

space from immediate stimuli as do humans in dance.’ (X)

Dance does have a well-established sexual connection to the elemental impulses of the perpet-
uation of a species. And the theory that humankind danced to transcend language barriers and 

(X)  Mimetic - from the Greek meaning “imitation” as re-presentation an not copying. 
Crick, Malcolm. Explorations in language and meaning: Towards a semantic anthropo-
log. London: Malaby Press, 1976.

(X)  Megan N. Ramos, Body, Movement and Dance in Psychotherapy, Volume 13, 
2018 - Issue 1.

 Once again - place matters. Being a Brighton resident 
we have the extraordinary winter sight of folding and drap-
ping clouds of starling over the West Pier, which makes it 
the natural first object of study for a drawing- precisely the 
reason why I chose another.

 We’ll never be able to move like these orderly bastards. 
Ballet dancers we are not, most of us haven’t been taught... 

 It IS a conspiracy.. eight again! Hail happy number.
Apophenia? (X)

 Fun fact:
 sixty per cent of the male praying Mantis is dinner!

 Sardines! We love playing sardines at Christmas! Ok, 
may be that had something to do with my choice of subject...
 Minus the predators -  I didn’t draw them in.

*

*

**

**

*

*

**
**

(X) Random coincidences or apophenia? Artist Harry Dodge first introduced me to the 
concept as the phenomenon of seeing, identifying patterns, repetitions in seemingly 
unrelated subjects - creativity and order in art and architecture for example, or imagin-
ing non-existent connections in a conspiracy theory. Dodge, Harry. My Meteorite: Or 
Without The Random There Would Be No New, New York: Penguin Books (2020).



Own work - ‘Shawl’ - Discipline, Distance & Density -
 charcoal & conte carre on card 594 mm x 420 mm,  April 2020.



heighten rituals to connect to nature, fellow human beings, and an idea of ‘a creator’ do primarily 
sound reasonable, especially on the basis of mimicking the natural world.

But what is harder to agree on is whether dance, as a language, can be scientifically dissected 
and stripped  of human emotion, expression, or thought. 

‘But WHY did people dance, and do today?

1          They want to have fun and relax?- dance as a vehicle solely for leisure and entertainment?

2          They dance because of biological, organismic or instinctive needs of some kind – the dance as 
  precursor to spoken language perhaps?

3          They dance because they want to express themselves- that dance as a symbolic activity divorced  
 from real life

 4          They dance because they feel sexy or sad, or something- the dance as a prime repository of 
  emotion?

5          They dance because a good, or evil, spirit has possessed them, the dance as a neurotic, hysterical 
 or quasi religious manifestation,

6          They dance to show off or to relieve their over-burdened feelings- dancing as catharsis or the 
 governor on a steam- value theory of human emotion’ (X)

In reality, it can be either of these or a combination, in no particular order- as we see when look-
ing into Contemporary Choreographers such as Merce Cunnighmam, who used it as means to 
experiment, test and explore ideas.

From popular dances in bars and streets among strangers or families and festivals, dance ap-
peared in a more refined shape in courts, then shaped and cut into a much more structured and 
some would argue, refined form of dance: ballet.

The Kings of Europe (and The Chuch)  funded classical music, fine art, and ballet into their pres-
ent form, but one that remains accessible exclusively for those who can afford the closed doors 
perormances, both as practicioners in a higly competitive profession and as an attending audi-
ence.

Ballet’ s rigor did not allow for individual input. It is the A-Z of dance and even in its the educa-
tion, preaches implacable linear precision to perfection. There is also no room for interpretation.

Dance stayed in an isolated body, divided by social casts or groups, into specific often-local 
folk dances, or heightened to ideals of lightness and romanticism in ballet form. Until the early 
nineteen hundreds.

(X) Crick, Malcolm. Explorations in language and meaning: Towards a semantic an-
thropolog. London: Malaby Press, 1976 (5-6).

 From ballet as a child, to jazz dance to tango to Ber-
lin’s Berghain and Ibiza’s Heart- I for one, certainly dance 
like I am possessed...

 He famously embraced  any outside random elements 
of chance to influence the choreographic work.

 I studied opera singing at fourteen so I love classical 
music and should I have the means to, I would be at  our local 
Opera House Glyndebourne regularly. In reality, I can count 
the ocassions I have been to a show there in both hands- and 
I can count myself lucky. The ‘Proms’ are an especially valu-
able event as otherwise these extraordinary works sadddly 
remain a luxury of a minority. Is it enought though? I would 
certainly say NO. There must be many with my inssatiable 
thirst for music. The new wave of classical young composers 
like Caroline Shaw’s work with ‘A Room full of Teeth’, is my 
current favourite. 

*

*

*

*

*

When my radical rebel and feminist hero emerged. There was 
  sadly, only one like her!    

+



 Bees sometimes hold ‘dance-offs’ to make difficult decisions. 
Photo: rtbilder/Shutterstock) 

Starlings - Mich Ryan photgraph

‘Dirty Dancing’, 1987- Film-  I am showing my age, I know...

 Rudolf Nureyev dances with Rosella Hightower during a dress rehearsal at  
the B.B.C. television studios in London in 1962. (Photo credit should AFP/

AFP/Getty Images)

Photograph by Jake Davies, Steel Yard Fox and Badge party, London, 2019.

Royal  Londn ballet- Swan Lake- photo credit XXX

Chorégraphie de Vaslav Nijinski, musique d’Igor Stravinski, décors et cos-
tumes de Nicolas Roerich  Photo: rtbilder/Shutterstock) 

Laban’s  thinking outside the kinesphere - photo Roland Walkins. 

Laban’s  thinking outside the kinesphere -Laban Library.



Own work - 
‘The Dancer of the Wind, Isadora...’   

April 2020 -charcoal on card 420 mm x 
594 mm., April 2020.

Own work - ‘If that’s all there is...’ - 
Viennese Waltz,  April 2020 - charcoal on card 
420 mm x 594 mm, April 2020.



RADICAL REBELS

‘She is coming, the dancer of the future: the free spirit, who will inhabit the body of new women; more 
glorious than any woman that has yet been; more beautiful than all women in past centuries: The 

highest intelligence in the freest body.”(X) 

Isadora Duncan was the first woman to break away from the dance convention, move how she 
thought she ought to move, not adhere to social protocols of what a woman was meant to be 
and decided not to wear a corset in public -  which naturally cause a huge scandal. The body, 
was an inseparable part of a woman. She changed dance forever in search of individual expres-
sion and a new identity for herself, and women. 

‘Duncan, placed emphasis on “evolutionary” dance motion, insisting that each movement was born 
from the one that preceded it, that each movement gave rise to the next, and so on in organic succes-
sion. Her dancing defined the force of progress, change, abstraction and liberation. In France, as else-

where, Duncan delighted her audience.’(X)  

Duncan’s ideas ignited and were soon tested in the courts of Russian Ballet with productions 
such as ‘the Rite of Spring’ that much shocked the audiences but were also welcome. A tradi-
tional ballet audience is generally familiar with the piece they will see - even the first time- not so 
in contemporary dance. The Rite of Spring was new and opened the possibility to challenge and 
re- invent the establishement, but also to create new work.

The three most notable schools since the revolution Isadora Duncan started-in my humble opin-
ion- are briefly researched and discussed below as they impacted the work of the dance pieces 
for this module. HOW is discussed in the chapters that situates the work in the broaded context 
that Covid Dance (the study) and Covid Choregraphed (final piece) sits in.

Firstly, Trinity Laban Contemporary Dance Conservatoire in London is still teaching the ideas of 
its founder Rudolph (Von) Laban, an Austrian- Hungarian dancer, choreographer and dance the-
oretician whose first school was founded in Munich in the nineteen-thirties.

Laban initially studied architecture in Paris, which is reflected in his ideas of the body as ‘living 
architecture’ and concepts of geometry and space in movement. He created choreology, the dis-
cipline of dance analysis. He invented a system of dance notation, Labanotation or Kinetography 
Laban, which recorded movement and choreographic phrases by way of intricate symbols. La 
ban develops community dance and sets out to reform the role of dance education, emphasizing 
his belief that dance should be made available to everyone. He was also the innovator beyond 
the first change in hierarchy, were dance precedes music for the first time (as is the case in the 
second section of Covid Choreographed).

In nineteen twenty six he developped ‘Green Clowns’,  an anti-industrialist work that addressed 
the fear many artists in Weimar Germany had of burgeoning technologies, embodying a clear 
record of a time in a specific society and it’s views.

(X)  The dancer of the future manifesto, Isadora Duncan 1909 - Dell, Floyd. Women as 
World Builders: Studies in Modern Feminism. No. 6473. Forbes, 1913.

(X)  
Daly, Ann, Done into dance : Isadora Duncan in America (Wesleyan ed.). Middletown, 
Conn.: Wesleyan University Press, 2002.

(X) https://www.dancebooks.co.uk/recreating-rudolf-la-
bans-die-grunen-clowns-1928-performance-and-documentary-p-361.html

 I My recollection is, as a child, of ‘The Dancer of the 
Wind’ was one of a white renaissance like clothed women 
that didn’t seem at all like a rebel to me- it is all relative to 
the times. It turns out rebels are troublesome- to draw even. 
Especially with a cold head that makes my brain feel like a 
sea sponge- but while working on this brief, Isadora spent 
days in my head, floating, asking to be given some pencilled 
attention. My mum told me as a kid, a trillion times, not to 
wear a scarf when cycling or else I would end up like Isadora. 
She tragically died cycling, strangled by her scarf after it got 
caught on a wheel.  

 It is this fluidity and perpetual change that in my mind 
connects her intimately to Virginnia Woolf ’s ‘The Waves’, a 
book I am spending a lot of time swimming in at present.

 I became familiar with Laban’s work through the 
school of Jacques LeCoq- the school that my sister trained in. 
An extremely demanding and specialised physical theatre 
school based in Paris that includes in their teaching La-
banotation and choreutics - 12 specific primary directions 
of movement derived from geometric figures which she spent 
hours drawing in cards and that I found intriguing. De-
cades later my then twelve years old son joined Laban’s CAT 
scheme, which meant I had to accompany him in train trav-
elling and dance adventures eeeeeeevery Saturday for four 
years. The building by Herzog & de Meuron, the teaching, 
the Science of the body, the performances, and the live origi-
nal music the students practice to make for an extraordinary 
program. It also includes an outreach program with gener-
ous bursaries to ensure wide social inclusion (without which 
we would have never managed). The connection to architec-
tural spatial concepts also resonated with me, naturally. I 
loved it ALL.

*

*

*

*



The Nazi regime and their physical ideas of perfection saw dance as  potential means for political 
propaganda, so they engaged Laban as Director of Dance and offered him the opening ceremo-
ny for the 1936 Berlin Olympics games. The piece was scrapped after the last dress rehearsal 
and Laban fled to England- the radical proposals were not in line with Nazi ideas after all, and 
the art form was deemed dangerous and provocative. (X) Laban focused his work in observation 
of the industrial machinery and movements in factories during the efforts to support of WWII 
against Hitler.

His pieces become a political commentary of the time he lived through and included ideas of 
system collaboration and industrialization.

Martha Graham was another female rebel and feminist that redrew the face of dance, yet some-
how- also became the cultural icon of what America was in the sixties. She was the first dancer 
to perform in the White House. Her dance, choreography and established technique is also still 
taught today. Graham wanted dance to be less an entertainment than an art form that addresses 
our common human traits.

Her work was based on the tension between “Contraction and Release” a principle she based on 
breath and breathing, and promoted female empowerment back in a day when most choreogra-
phers were male, most directors were male, and most company owners were also male. Gender 
politics is a recurrent them in her work, echoing the rise of feminists in other fields like painter 
Georgia O’Keefe and writer Gertrude Stein.

Her political commentaries did not limit to feminism. ‘American Document’ was a direct response 
to Nazi ideology and the excess of “fascist orality” described by Alice Yaeger Kaplan from tech-
nological developments and cultural dependency on the radio.

The Graham technique is based on weight, gravity and her notable contraction and release 
method. 

“This ancient awareness (contract and release) of the physicality of movement dependent upon the 
breath and the anatomical changes in the body due to the breathing process was based on her early 
training in Eastern dance forms in the Denishawn Company”. (X)

Her grounding techniques (X) were in direct opposition to ballet’s weightless language- it could 
well be argued that this form of dance was more realistic as it did not depict fantasy or made the 
dancers move in an unnatural weightless way for entertainment of an audience or storytelling 
only. This form of dance challenged the audience too.

Graham added the spiral shape or figure of eight   to her technique to incorporate fluidity and 
continual movement.

(X)(...) ‘Of the Warm Wind, and the New Joy’ was Laban’s most ambitious project. It 
featured over one-thousand dancers from all over Germany, 41 movements choirs from 
27 different cities with the help of kinetograms put together by Laban. They all came 
together to perform at the opening of the Dietrich Eckart theater on June 20th 1936’.

(...) ‘Laban’s final piece failed to meet Hitler’s ideals. There was a key difference be-
tween Laban’s choreography and the mass spectacle choreographies of the Nazi re-
gime. Laban emphasized the individual within the community. In his opening speech 
to his dancers he said “It is on this road that we seek the purpose of our individual 
and communal lives . . . Our groups and our gatherings illustrate above all a harmo-
nious community and healthy individuals. . . Just as we do not want to be the slaves of 
our economic, technical, and social organizations, so little can we declare ourselves 
ready to sacrifice our inner and outer freedom and to waste our time with meaning-
less dogmas” (Doerr 168).  The placement of equal importance on the individual and 
the group in his speech was followed by a performance with the same ideology. The 
dynamic shifts between mass structures brought into light the relationship between 
the single dancer and the entire group, whereas in mass Nazi spectacle an individ-
ual disappeared in favor of the rigid group. This element of flux and flow in Laban’s 
choreography caused it to be labeled intellectual. So while everyone, including Laban 
himself, believed that he was working in line with Nazi ideology this one ideal caused 
a dramatic rift between himself and the Nazis. 

(...) The piece worked in four cycles: struggle, reflection, joy, and consecration. It told 
the story of the German people moving towards unity starting with the First World War 
through to the present.’

Boyette, Marie C. “The Universality of Laban Movement Analysis.” (2012) 21-22.

This is the kind of reading that gets me incredibly excited. 
L aban thought he was expressing political and social
    ideas in line with the Nazi regime, whereas in fact it 
highlighted that his ideas - or any intellectualisation of 
dance - was to be banned  from challenging the regime. I t   
  challenges my pre- conceived ideas of the collective as the 
right way forward...

+

 My parents and many of their contemporaries also 
had to flee Chile in 1973 after Pinochet’s coup. Any artist 
with views that did not align with the regime risked ending 
up being mixed with concrete and disappering into highway 
builds or thrown far into the Pacific ocean. The most famous 
was the ordeal of Victor Jara. A populist singer song writter 
that praised the life of campesinos and challenged the pa-
tromes of the land , whose hands were cut off by the militry 
in the National Stadium as an example to those artist willing 
to speak up. Musicians on exile in particular brought world 
wide attention to the human rights abuses in my country 
and working with Amnesty International put pressure on the 
regime. Most of the music we grew up with after our exiled 
return  home while still living in dictatorship, was in English- 
rock from the USA filled with guitar solos - thus ensuring 
there was no musical political ideas being transmitted. I nev-
er   questioned as a child why we were listening to lyrics in a 
language that I did not understand on the radio.  The first fa-
mous band which challenged the regime and sang in Spanish 
in the late 80’s were ironically called ‘Los Prisioneros’ - The 
Prisoners. Cheers, Reagan and Maggie...

 My mum did Graham technique with who back then 
must have been the only gay in town- dancers somehow were 
‘allowed’ to be gay, they were acceptably gay. Even though 
this did open an avenue for tolerance and challenged the 
ideas of a particularly homophobic South American society, 
it is still now a sexual stigma.  If you are a male dancer, peo-
ple assume that you are gay. My son did not feel comfortable 
with this so he didnt tell any of his friends at school that 
he danced, or else he would presumably be deemed gay by 
his rugby playing playmates. He kept it a secret even from 
his closest friends. This is changing, but not fast and widely 
enough for my liking. Dance as an identity both liberated 
and entrapped male dancers.

 While researching this piece I realized that Graham 
was Batsheva’s first director in 1965, a dance company I 
much admire for their capacity to move as one body. It is the 
idea of trusting the body- of letting breath in a shared tem-
po to bring the dance company together which interest me, 
rather than the more tradition repetitive order of movements 
thought of being the only way to unify an ensemble.  

 ... Eight? No way! See what I mean about the number 
eight being everywhere? It has to be a conspiracy right...? Er-
mmm. Possibly not, eight is after all a pretty popular num-
ber, right? 

*

*

**

**

*

*

(X) Horosko, Marian. Martha Graham: The Evolution of Her Dance Theory and Train-
ing. University Press of Florida, 2002.

(X) How did Martha Graham change the world of dance? BBC Arts, 2015.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/articles/4lRRtwJKrtlFglS9FGx5Jm3/how-did-
martha-graham-change-the-world-of-dance



 Laban’s Living architecture,  Trinity Laban Library image.

Green Clowns at Laban, London 2012, Trinity Laban Library image.

Stroboscopic image of Ethel Butles from the Martha Graham dance group, 
image Gjon Mili.
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Rober Cohan, founder of contemporary dance in the 

UK joined the Martha Graham company in 1946.

Cunnigham and Cage Collaboration piece ‘Points in Space’ -1986.

Wim Wender’s ‘Pina’ documentary film of Pina Bausch,  2011.  

‘New Puritans’- Leigh Bowery and Michael Clark- collaboration 
bared the dancers bottoms... 

‘Pull and Shove’ - Brighton Fringe,  Florence Leon in a tale of a  
marionette dancer trying to escape its box - Photo Chris Christoffo-

rus 2009. Also included in choreography of Part III. 

Dancing Clown - Own object and photograph., incorporated in Part III  of 
Covid CHoreographed

+
it was a shocking proposal,,.now a naked dancer doesnt raise any eyebros...
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‘DANCE, DANCE, OR ELSE WE ARE LOST’ (X)

Pina Bausch’s work followed the trend, pushing dance into finding and reaching through the 
common humanity and the traits and narratives that make us be, to feel. Her German expres-
sionist vocabulary added brutal theatrical narratives that made her work more permeable-  audi-
ences could follow stories that they could feel represented and could connect with, emotionally, 
in a more recogniseable language than the hermetic and rarely accessed dance platform. 

Her method   resonated with regards to the two dance pieces developed on this module. Bausch 
asked her dancers to respond to her ideas - thoughts and feelings- individually. She then re-
viewed and worked their responses including them into the larger choreographed piece, estab-
lishing thus a collaborative, inclusive form of dance practice.

Contemporary dance moved towards a more universal popular form that distanced itself from 
the place it had been previously trapped in- strictly ballet. While focusing on the subjects and 
traits of our common humanity and thus becaming more accessible, it also became more imper-
meable.  Traditional ballet storytelling was abandoned to explore ideas, becoming an abstract 
language in its own right, and thus narrowing the scope of communication. 

The work of Merce Cunnigham and John Cage pushed dance into further intellectual abstrac-
tion. They experimented and incorporated chance when devising choreography, using coins 
and dice to decide what would happen next. The purpouse was to explore the idea of work that 
was intentionally unintentional. Dancers did not hear the music that Cage had composed until 
dress rehearsal - Cage said that they had ‘confidence that they would work together’. (X)  They 
demanded absolute trust from their ensemble, and each other. 

They subverted the hyerarchies of choreographer and dancer - Cunnigham did not intend to tell 
his dancers how to move, but to let them think in dance form. While dance and music worked 
in independent synergy on the basis of trust, dancers and musicians had to trust in each other’s 
ability, working independently and without hyerarchy either. 

Even though dance had become means to explore and express new ideas and evolved into a 
system with its own vast vocabulary in both collective and individual form, it remained exclusive 
to a great extent, and hard to ‘read’ or make sense of.  One could argue that dance was moving 
towards an impenetrable art form for most of a population engaging also in searching for what 
was their own  individual identity- encouraged to break away and be different by neo-capitalist 
tendencies in the West. The Michael Clark company and  Caroline Armitage during the 70’s  & 
80’s decade in the UK were representative of the youths’ search for belonging -but belonging 
to those ‘others’, making a statement of individuality and setting themselves apart. Their work, 
at the time deemed an atrocity and a cacuphony, is now in retrospect reveered as revolutionary. 

Dance however, remains a reflection of the society and the cutlural movements of the time it is 
devised in -  As such, it propelled and endorsed ideas of sexual liberation, feminism, intellectu-

(X) Wenders, Wim, Regina Advento, Malou Airaudo, and Ruth Amarante. Pina. Arti-
ficial Eye, 2011.

(X) Dance Rebels, A Story of Modern dance, BBC, 2015. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b06spm22

 A method I realised  came to realise I had intuitevely 
followed in my dance explorations, without having any in-
sights of Bausch’s work process. I guess it is perhaps a natural 
means to collaborative work developing?

 Which percentage of the population ‘speaks’ con-
temporary dance, or is even remotely interested in it? Does 
this mean the practice should be abandoned or more wide-
ly tought? Just because something is difficult or unfamiliar, 
should one shy away from it? Is it not our responsibility to 
engage and challenge these ideas and to communicate them 
to a wider public precisely to keep the language alive? Our 
Research Practices mosule brought practice ideas of this na-
ture to focus and made me question exclusionary practic-
es in art and design. While choreography is a language not 
widely accessible, I believe it is not purpousely made to ex-
clude but to explore.  Unlike a trillion snobbish art critics 
and art practicioners that do want to portrait an exclusive 
form of art attached to a certain life style, I believe choreog-
raphers like Cunnigham were lost in their own movement 
adventures. Whether they considered the sustainble aspect 
of their practice and social inclusion at the time is unlikely. 
He did however collaborate extensively with practicioners in 
other fields, paintors, musicians, computer coders.

 Cage and Cunnigham were lifetime lovers and had 
absolute trust in each other. I loooooooove John Cage even 
though he is challenging and sometimes intolerably inten-
tionally unmelodious. I am far more familiar with his work 
than Cunnigham’s. I used three of his pieces in ‘Covid Cho-
reographed’. And easy match for feelings of discomfort. They 
both wanted to make pieces where  the audience was fuda-
mental to the experience - He firmly believed that any re-
sponse to his work was therefore valid and open to individu-
al interpretation.

**

**

*



Own artist’s work - ‘Continuum’ -  a joint trajectory with space for improvisation -
 charcoal & conte carre on card 594 mm x 420 mm,  April 2020.

Winner of the First Prize Post Graduate of the 
 John Andrews Drawing Prize 2020. Woohoo!

+

‘Today the density of distance becomes palpable, equidistant lines 
taped roughly on pavements. Slowing down, reading the Other’s 
movement, circle or give way; masked thank yous in the falling 
darkness.  Intrigued by movement notations, I contemplated how to 
draw this Covid dance. Seeing without looking; feeling, anticipating 
movement as one body, like our beautiful Brighton starlings.

 ‘Continuum’- objects in continual movement, at the same pace, fol-
lowing a joint trajectory, equidistant to avoid contact.  Mimicking 
nature, we might rediscover collective motion long forgotten, one 
requiring discipline, a shared rhythm, tolerance to improvise. We 
are only as strong as our weakest link.’

(https://aia-brighton.org/2020/john-andrews-drawing-prize-2020/
accessed 8th July 2020).



al experimentation, liberalism, which were born from challenging socio-political establishment.  
There are some many faces to dance- and not unlike music, it lives in the streets and close to 
social and racial changes in society.

Jazz comes to mind as a cultural influence towards ratial equality. While there was street danc-
ing, carnivals, and some social art movements in America that allowed for non white performers, 
black ballet dancers in particluar, as well as classical musicians were rare. 

Overall, in both politics, dance and culture, the trend to pursue individualist tendencies in the 
name of expressing identity might have gone too far. What is the measure? 

Dance in the western world-  till the virus changed everything- took place mostly in sweaty clubs, 
eyes closed.  Is humanity irremdiably disjointed and iving in social media fragmented islands?
Could this be rebalanced with dance? It might be that it offers us a model of collaboration and 
a language that is worth exploring to overcome the movement limitations we are facing due to 
COVID 19. It might also allow for a form of fun collaboration which requires negotiation, listen-
ing and moving together with practice and trust, a collective objective yet not without space for 
individual expression.

 Street perfromances, is that the space we are return-
ing to be able to share music, dance, theatre due to Covid? It 
might make it more inclusive? 

 We are not fish after all, and we don’t live in a total-
itarian regime (yet).  Should we all Strictly Come Dancing? 
Maybe not in that TV format, I am not a television person- 
we decided with my son to give ours away about ten years 
ago.

(One could argue that other forms of exercise also have that 
discipline and teach teamwork, and they wouldn’t be wrong. 
But this ‘undecidable’ is decidedly dance.)

This is all theoretical, of course. But while living in my lonely 
fishbowl thinking and floating around like Isadora, I can re-
imagine the world to become a better place if we do, dance.

 I also love jazz - I love a lot of music. But when I 
was thinking about social mobility and the arts, football also 
came to mind. Not my favourite.

An art?- I nearly split up with a boyfriend who insisted that 
football was just like Rimbaud. Yet it allows for social mo-
bility- only in very few numbers. How many famous football 
players have been lifted from poverty? Albeit the power of 
the sport’s uniting force  is undeniable- I ll happily remain a 
dissenter- it doesn’t affect how players are looked upon.  
... Just think of the Beckham’s and the stigma attached to 
them in the press. I might not like the sport and particularly 
the culture it promotes, but they can nonetheless also affect 
politicals change... Just think of Marcus Rashford’s School 
meals’ campaing.

*

**

*

Still from filml from art group on Whatsup ‘ during lockdown.

Inheritance? One of my mother s illustrations from the mid 
80 s sometime - from El Gato Sin Botas magazine. I keep 
things!

+



DISTANCE DANCE - COVID 19- Studio presentation

I approached three performers with the artwork and writing to develop ‘Distance Dance’. I had at 
that point, not done any of the research for my ‘Tangential Tuesday’ presentation for my Masters 
Studio Module in this workbook. But I intuitively asked the dancers to follow what I now know  to 
be Pina’s model (someone has always thought what you have thought before you think it). 

They all accepted but only two went onto doing the complete project. The two performers were 
a classically trained dancer (Bridget Ann Lawrence), and a physical theatre performer trained in 
Le Coq Style (Florence Leon- my sister firstly inspired this piece by sending filming in fast motion 
to an arts ‘whatsap’ group in March, when we were all pulling out hair off - whatsap has played 
a vital role in my research and during COVID- where we all responded to each other’s art mind 
meandering’s. Another ingredient- or ‘inspiration’ came in the unexpected shape of the ‘Dancing 
Clown’ music box I wrote a piece about and sent it to one of our fellow studens- Mitha- as part 
of a contact exercise in the form of annonymius letter chains. The box was a present from my 
grandfather when I was eight and my most precious posession.

I asked both dancers to respond to the ideas, gestures and feelings from Covid- 19 in two indi-
vidual sections. The third section was to be constructed by collaboration by both dancers- and 
myself-  responding to their individual firsts respectively-  the third section I decided needed to 
be  synchronized as movement  or a choir- and shaped by both their reactions and movements.  

It was so much harder than I could have possibly imagined. It made me realise that if this is hard 
for everyone, it is ten trillion times worse for people whose work is always collaborative- dancers, 
actors, musicians- you have my utter respect and understanding for the limitations this inflicts 
not only in your movements but in your ability to create work. 

The spatial limitation of online work were not a surprise, yet hard to navigate. We had so many 
screens to focus on at once. 

Initial studies with BA Lawrence and Stuart James Waters.

Screen shots from filming production with five simoultaneous  screens  on Zoom.

Henceforward the writing is direct and 
in first person, and in italics - I could 
just stop adding things right? 
This section addresses the specificic 
projects through presentations and ex-
hibtion. My thoughts and my feelings 
- in research and practice- are hence 
    shared in individed form. Fret not! I 
change it again((-haha- when I get to  
     research practices which   was an 
  eye opener!

+

Still from filml from art group on Whatsup ‘ during lockdown.



Dancer feedback-

Bridgett Ane Lawrence:

‘We were still working in real-time if not in concrete space. A half reality? Some say they only feel 
it when they see it and when the call is over, you close your laptop and sign out there’s a sadness, 
an emphasis on how alone you are. Our bodies separate all of us, yet none of us is entirely a sec-
tioned being-  in some ways, we are now more connected than before COVID. Either you fall- in 
this instance, inwards-  into fear and doubt, or you can choose to use your body and technology 
as an enabler to connect to the broader humanity.

I want more from this project-  both individually and collectively as I believe there is unlimited po-
tential within each of us. I am grateful for those who commence an action which moves us to ask 
more critical questions and inspire us to do, to act, to move towards something different, which 
creates union.’

on ADAPTATION-

+ Studies of adaptation of live performance to the screen of
- Frankenstein at National Theatre, Romeo and Juliet at Royal ballet Zurich

Rectangular reality counts after all....

 Synchrony in choreography is a challenge when you cannot hear the other’s breath, feel and an-
ticipate their impulses before they move, see what their next movement will be before it is. Seeing 
is used here as in seeing without your eyes- Add the difficulty of life through Covid and I had to 
start from zero as through...

The music didn’t help. I chose ‘Autumn’ a remix by Max Richter of Vivaldi’s Four seasons as lock-
down is an enforced autumn when we all hear the birds singing spring out there. My incapacity 
to count as a dyslexic didn’t help,- so I had to translate counting into musical phrases that they 
could hear. The filming and making of the third part was a technological miracle in that I had to 
negotiate the screens on a computer being horizontal, while the mobile phones filming for the 
piece were in vertical at the same time, a total of five screens to negotiate at once. Hello Zoom, 
you are the best next thing we have to shared space.

The result was an experiment of expression and collaborative movement design which is imper-
fect, but that tested our capacity and will to collaborate beyond lockdown restrictions. Two boxes 
with trapped dancers smiling and scared of one another. It is possible…if you are as stubborn as 
one has to be to get any art done!

Link to film 
https://youtu.be/5EbvXtI0Zno



NARRATIVE BRIEF - Studio module presentation.

94 guests were sent a message inviting them to partake in the research around 
the globe to fill in the gaps to Descartes famous ‘Cogito Ergo Sum’. I received 
52 responses which informed the elements chosen for this piece.

Thinking, feeling, communicating, creating, sharing experiences,  but aso, rep-
resentative of the specific time that I sent this question out- during lockdown 
for COVID 19- connecting- back to Einstein...

So this piece is about Systems, connections  and the way of moving between 
them.

From dance I happened to look at what the screen projections made of the 
experience and how books get adapted to theatre, to tv, dance and Opera to 
cinema.

The original form is there but there is space for it to be reinvented.

The issue with sustainability that i am looking at is about division, identity, and 
art and the premise I am making is that

-that it is ultimately about perception, and using my favourite language I story 
boarded this with drawings. 

We are all made of the same: matter. Communicating matter at all levels, mi-
cro, macro, nano, with elements of different scale that connect and transform 
permanently. Connect, affect each other, change. 

As Sally Sutherland said in one of our lectures online - ‘Even we, are all com-
post if we choose to look at it that way- so it s about that eye, and about a jour-
ney that goes from far out to within- where we all are right now, and hopefully 
were we can go from there.

In the natural or man made environment, it s all about the lens that we choose 
to distinguish us or make us the same, not just amongst us humans but also, 
with the environment. 

It s about the relative chosen. perspective.

I started with space because that s where I began with my film in presents, and 
the constellations of futures. I then chose some of the answers I received from 
a survey with question I sent out two weeks ago to illustrate what some of the 
things that makes ‘you’ and Us’ are- and drew them and interpreted them.

I m not sure wether to call this ‘Atomos’ inspired by a dance piece by Wayne 
McGregor- Or

‘Orbital’- based on the band- as we are all stranded on our own orbits, the 
connection and movement between the atoms seems even more important, 
and how we allow for translation, change and transformation.

My attention is shifting between the ‘connected’ to the ‘connector’ itself. 
Not the brick per se, but the mortar - A system of relations?

From ‘Futures’ module- Whatsap responses to survey on what makes us Human.



Own work - Storyboard.  



COVID CHOREOGRAPHED- FINAL PROJECT - BEYOND BORDERS- 
(from Work in Progress exhibition)

To watch the film please go to: https://vimeo.com/506565961

Nearing sustainability - Can we affect change through an emotional connection through 
art and design?

“A map of the world that does not include Utopia is not worth even glancing at, for it leaves out the 
one country at which Humanity is always landing. And when Humanity lands there, it looks out, and, 

seeing a better country, sets sail. Progress is the realisation of Utopias.” (X) 

We don’t always arrive to the destination we set out to - or as my teachers used to say, “The 
Road is not ‘The’ road”. Life is a dangerous business, ask Red Riding Hood or any of the fairy tale 
characters who lose their way to go pick some flowers on the forest…It is precisely how I have 
come to address sustainability with… dance - minus being eaten by fairy folk.  

Sustainable Design is not just about materials- or recycling- although that is annoyingly what 
most people think of when you tell them, that is what you are studying.

Unless of course we define ‘materials’ in a broader spectrum. The material collaboration explor-
ing notions of sustainability in this project is with dancers, with bodies in movement.  
As a collaborative piece, it also engaged with their individual ideas and expression, thoughts and 
emotions while exploring their experience of Covid-19. Human material. Other materials include 
music, space, distorting mirrors which added a plurality of perspectives with reflections in the 
dance studio, while also including the perspective of the viewer - mine. 

But what does dance have to do with sustainability?

My work to date focuses on division, borders and movement. What drives division and polariza-
tion – identitarianism, individualism? The research is looking into fundamental principles of trust, 
consciousness, complexity of relative relations system  and whether art can successfully engage 
the general public into debate over the environmental crisis.

Spending time with psychiatrists can be sobering. We spent many a night walking around trying 
to spot the comet visiting us during the summer months – ‘Novel wisdom’. We also had heated 
conversations about our work aroudn the table every night.

According to Dr Loshini Moodley and Dr Andre Styrdrom- they were in agreement on the mat-
ter- it is not possible to change a person’s mind. In the other hand, you can affect how a person 
feels. 

The ‘Futures’ module asked us to imagine a model of sustainability:  one of precarious balance 
emerged, a Caldereske suspended mobile of sorts which represented all the different parts which 
make an individual, but also all the sections that orchestrate an organised society. 

(X) Progress is a form of movement. Sadly, the same can be said about the opposite - 
Oscar Wilde, ‘The soul of man under socialism’, 1891.

(X) Iommi, Godofredo. “Eneida-Amereida.” Vina del Mar: Taller de Investigaciones 
Graficas, Escuela de Arquitectura UCV (1982).

Alberto Cruz, our School head and one of the people that has influenced 
my work repetead that phrase to his students enought times so we all 
rolled our eyes at him. It did stick...! 

+

Own work- ‘A Leap of Faith’ 2019 - graphite on paper. 

‘Covid Choreographed’ - photo credit Miguel Amortegui.
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‘Inequality is a social, economic and political challenge and has profound impact on sustainable de-
velopment. It features prominently in the recently adopted 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, 

resulting in the creation of a stand-alone goal (SDG-10: Reduce Inequality within and among Coun-
tries) and a commitment to leave no one behind by sustainable development progress. ECOSOC Special 

Meeting on Inequality 2016’

Sustainability requires not only ‘fair’ materials, but also inclusion, plurality, and equality. Diverse 
materials as well as species are paramount, but furthermore, it is  fundamental that we recognize 
the interconnectedness between the parts that create complex interdependent systems in which 
we function.

Every thing,  every one, every body,  affects everybody, everyone and everything.  Any single 
action or non- action has consequence. The nature of continual movement, and interdependent 
relations between the objects of study came to focus. In order to control this affectation, we at-
tempt to design with tolerance-  a measure of mobility.

This, however, requires to clearly identify the limits which if trespassed will put into action ‘a 
series of unfortunate events. Limits and limitations are distinct. While there is a clear need for 
borders and limits to define the work and space it lives and breathes in, it does not forcibly mean 
that it should impact on our ability to communicate and work collaboratively across borders, nor 
amplify the distance and limitations we are challenged with.   

Back to dance… can we use dance as a language to explore creative collective collaboration and 
dialogue while not excluding individual expressions of identity? 

Moving into liminal space, a virtual ‘Tangential Tuesday’ Studio Module session encouraged us 
to experiment with our current questions using different applications. My family is full of perform-
ers pulling their hair out for being unable to work, so it is to them that I turned to for movement 
‘material’. 

My previous modules discussed the more evident consequences of climate change, with loss of 
land, human movement and migration. 

Yet movement is something we are all familiar with. We all learn to walk as children, it requires 
practice and vertical faith. Dancing requires discipline, knowing the steps, a capacity to impro-
vise, and trust (that your fellow dancer will not step on your toes). Covid-19 has changed the 
way we move. In order to limit virus transmission when we confront each other in the street we 
do what I call, a ‘Covid Dance’. You trust that they will move, they trust that you will, we all move 
apart - it often doesn’t work.

My initial studies were drawings, images of the balls in Vienna, the movement of fish shawls at 
sea. Yet animals have evolved to move in formations to maximise energy and avoid predators, to 
survive. Can we? 

The anthropology of dance is a young field comparatively. The research took me from tribal spir-
itual means of communication- not exclusive to humans-  to ballet, contemporary dance, pop-
ular dance in the streets, into clubs even. What became apparent  dance evolved closely tied to 
social, political and economical history, and following the pursuit of freedom and individualism.

When did we stop coming together to practice popular dances? People dance alone mostly 
these days, eyes closed even - unless you are a professional dancer. 

Initial study - ‘Distance Dance’ for  ‘Tangential Tuesday’ approach .

(X) https://www.un.org/ecosoc/en/events/2016/ecosoc-special-meeting-inequality 
 - accessed on 21st November 2020, 



How do we as a society decide who moves and who doesn’t, how strong or supple is the struc-
ture holding us together, and how do we measure how far apart we move before there is isolation, 
marginalisation, and irreparable fracture of our human lattice? 

How do we maintain the connections, integrate apparently disjointed principles, practices, peo-
ple? Technology? The first piece undertaken during the first lockdown March last year questioned 
whether it was indeed possible to have a creative conversation in this form. It was challenging in 
that dance speaks in impulses, tempo, flux, sweat, and often in non verbal language. While this 
can be a positive aspect in its universality, contemporary dance can be abstract, and exclusive. 

Whose responsibility is it to make that language part of our education? The political choices be-
hind school curricula reflect a trend that neglects art subjects. How will we read each other in 
a space that requires collective movement if it is only a select few that have had the education 
or experience of moving together cohesively?  On stage- when one spends too long discussing 
ideas, you stand up and try it- move the idea. It is not enough to think it, it is your body that must 
know it, speak it. 

I love dance but I don’t speak dance. I work in fine art – so I was the ‘other’. I do however have 
experience in performance arts.  To make things worse, all three dancers have entirely different 
dance training. We had to find a common language for different combinations in order to have 
a collective understanding of what we were saying- or the rules that we were going to follow or 
break. However, all performers have a command of movement and space which allowed them to 
converse, response and connect through the piece. 

We set out to find the piece through action and improvisation, reflect, select, and recombine what 
worked and try again. Nonetheless, the experience was akin your brush or pen telingl you what it 
sees, and what all the other brushes and I should be doing with the painting, and how, and when. 
Wow- so much for letting your dancers collaborate. But that is exactly what we set out to do. The 
concept or structure I developed, trimmed, and the choreography itself evolved from collective 
action.

In contrast with the first study initiated in March 2020 (below), the time scale of this project meant 
that we did have on occasion (including the Christmas family amnesty) the luxury to work in the 
same room. We could feel impulse, disagree perhaps in what ‘anxiety’ might move like, yet the 
performers could feel each other. They could hear and speak to one another without echo - and 
I don’t mean in words like the ones I’m typing - but in movement. The impulse in one arm makes 
the fold and roll and pull onwards of the other. There is potential continuity, even if the distance is 
palpable too. The dancers are trapped in a box, moving and doing what somebody else is shout-
ing at them to do – a familiar Covid feeling? But the joy of being able to converse creatively gave 
us immeasurable joy. 

The recordings that make the first half of the film were a choreography design tool to work from 
only. As we adjust to new restrictions, our work did too and the performance choreography cur-
rently in film is finished in this unfinished, truncated form. The film re- focused towards practice, 
devising, creativity and ontological complexities, as well as sharing the process and Covid 19 
experience with an audience. 

However, collaborations fail, ensembles disbar. Projects and dreams fall apart. Due to the impos-
sible pressures we are under, this was sadly the case with this project.  Systems break. People 
break.  Our tolerance is being particularly tested at present in the context of a pandemic with no 
end in sight. We seem to have gone far beyond the limits of our tolerance, as has the environment.

Stills from  both films - The second section of the film (Zoom frames) 
was conceived for 3 solos -we had to adapt! We also never got to film  
Part III, but we did have one devise and rehearse session for that sec-

tion which we didn’t record. It lives alas, only in the  storyboard.  

Initial study  for ‘information overload’  and screens- the
 voices and rectangular reality- we didn’t have the opportunity 
to  shoot this again.



Societies asunder and economic inequality is on the rise. Without the ability to embrace perpet-
ual change and adaptation, our concrete structures - bodily, social, economic and environmental 
can shatter too. In order to create a sustainable dance for all, it might require redefining flexible 
structures, discipline, improvisation, collaboration and trust. To identify clear yet continually mov-
ing borders, and furthermore, to not see these only as prisons. For that, we have Covid. 

On a positive note, even for those who do not care for dance: while scaffolding the choreogra-
phy of the second piece, I discovered a group of Swiss dancers working on a remarkably similar 
proposal. Although initially irritating- one always wants exclusive originality- it made me reflect 
that not only the virus is contagious.  Yawns, ideas, artistic and pollical movements, ideologies, 
creativity and gestures are too. The incision point is an impulse- somehow, seemingly unspoken 
yet globally communicated.  Zeitgeist! 

“Finally, in your life’s blueprint must be a commitment to the eternal principals of beauty, love, and 
justice. Well life for none of us has been a crystal stair, but we must keep moving, we must keep going. 

If you can’t fly, run. If you can’t run, walk. If you can’t walk, crawl, but by all means, keep moving.” 

(X) Jocham, David. “Bestimmung der lokalen Einschnürung nach linearer und nicht-
linearer Umformhistorie sowie Ermittlung dehnungs-und geschwindigkeitsabhängiger 
Materialkennwerte.” PhD diss., Technische Universität München, 2018.

Own artwork in response to film studies - Dancers III - Moonlight  - Dancers series  2020 -
acrylic ink on watercolour paper  - 297 x 210 mm -  sold .



Own artwork in response to film studies - Dancers II - Night time Blues  - Dancers series 2020 - Acrylic ink on card -  sold .Own artwork in response to film studies - Dancers I - Dance Deprived  - Dancers series 2020- Acrylic ink on card  - Private collection.



DEVISING

We met at Yoga in the Lanes - School of Yoga and Dance in the lanes for three months. The previous piece in-
formed the new project but unlike the first one, this one was intended for stage and the option to develop the 
ideas in a more complex piece that would incorporate various forms of Lockdown.

We drew up a list of words that resonated with the experinces we shared of Covid.

BA Lawrence then suggested we  could use these in space using ‘Viewpoints’,  a method acting to generate 
movement and composition on stage, originally devised by choreographer Mary Overly who had been strongly 
influenced by the Judson Church Group including such innovators in dance and music as Merce Cunningham 
and John Cage -  whose music we used to devise the piece. 

‘A seismic cultural shift occurred in America during the middle of the last century.  It was a shift 
marked by such events as the protests against the Vietnam War, the marches for civil rights, and the 

birth of abstract expressionism, postmodernism and minimalism.  During the 1960s, this cultural 
explosion and artistic revolution gained momentum in New York City, San Francisco, and other ur-

ban centers and then spread across the nation.  The movement was political, aesthetic and personal, 
and it altered the way artists thought about their processes, their audiences and their role in the 

world . . . These postmodern pioneers forged the territory upon which we now stand.  They rejected 
the insistence by the modern dance world upon social messages and virtuosic technique, and re-

placed it with internal decisions, structures, rules or problems.  What made the final dance was the 
context of the dance.  Whatever movement occurred while working on these problems became the 

art.  This philosophy lies at the heart of both Viewpoints and Composition.’

The Viewpoints adapted by Bogart and Landau are nine physical Viewpoints :

• Spatial Relationship 
• Kinesthetic Response
• Shape
• Gesture
• Repetition
• Architecture
• Tempo
• Duration
• Topography
• There are also Vocal Viewpoints (Pitch, Dynamic, Acceleration/Deceleration, Silence, and Timbre).

(The ones we explored are in bold)

Overlie created six viewpoints only - Space, Shape, Time, Emotion, Movement, and Story. Bogart and Landau 
expanded these six ‘Viewpoints dancers and choreographers’ into ‘Nine viewpoints for actors and theatre prac-
titioners’ in 1979. Viewpoints are not a rehearsal technique or a performance method in themselves. They are 
spontaneous exchanges between actors that help develop a sense of play and building ensemble.

We then added the ‘words (on the right), and music (which we all contributed to). We had 3 sets of continually 
shifting relatives to combine and explore. The work was born from action, improvisation and play.   

Words compiled in response to Covid-19
(Notes added later as to which would be used to develop individual solos).

(X) A recognition of the impact of individual and collective experiences  & the social, 
politcal and cultural framework is clearly expressed in the shift in postmodernist dance 
in America. Bogart, Anne, and Tina Landau. The viewpoints book: a practical guide to 
viewpoints and composition. Theatre Communications Group, 2004.

I had never heard of viewpoints but I think they are a
really useful devising tool- and fun!

+

 And a lot of shouting by me- It was really weird hav-
ing to get used to shouting at people instructions to follow- 
something choreographers must be well versed at- they can’t 
otherwise hear you over the music. I took control over the 
music for the sections and latter editing of the film- no com-
plaints from the dancers there. Getting copyright for the piece 
of music for the second film section (Zoom cells) Made me 
feel like an actual film making person- temporary impostor!
I heard the track on Late Junction on BBC3 and set out 
to find the artist Kelly Jayne Jones ‘s ‘The reed flute is fire 
not wind’. I was thrilled when she said yes as I had already 
worked with it...faith!

*

*



Storyboards-
After each rehearsal all the filming was revised - some of the sections improvised were then add-
ed to the main structure already in place. It kept changing and I kept changing my mind until I set 
it to a structure. There were changes afterwards naturally, but the spine of the piece was there 
to allow for those to be made succesfully. The choreographic notations are an adaptation from 
Laban’s, with a plan showing position and directions of movement,  and an elevation.

Technique - 
All three dancers have different backgrounds- classical/ contemporary, Laban /contemporary, 
and physical theatre Le Coq style - my best friend, my son, and my sister-  it was a family affair. 
We had to talk while moving to agree on what these words meant- collective language- and set 
out some rules so that we could then break them. We worked on the basis that movement is the 
tension between resistance and surrendering to an influx.

Structure-

PartI: Pre Covid-19 Freedom and blindness
-Opening- 
-Starting call- hammer movement
-Parallel disconnect - we can be together yet we are not
-Rushed straight angle turns and walks
-Industrial/ metal/ Machine
-Spins to Organic movements
-Heart, pulse, internal organs, blood, opening diagonals
-Lift to ‘The tree of Disgust’ (Covid rejection)
-Suspension and distancing to bubbles- 

Film close ups- Masks/ The Covid Monster - Transition

Part II: Covid - Isolation
-Complete lockdown : Solos on Zoom, Information Overload, Echo. 
-Bubbles! Happy bubble & Divorce bubble. Bored bubbles, etc - interaction at a distance, 
bubbles divided together -  in dance school(all rehearsed, only some recorded)
-Clapping for the NHS (devised but not recorded)
-Continuum : public space movement, equidistant, simoultaneous dynamic, figure of eight like in 
the drawing. (rehearsed - not filmed)

Part III: Nowness, but... tomorrow? 
- Invisible Big Brother (rehearsed)
- Synchronised choreography of ‘Dancing Clowns in a Box’ - filmed in separate bubbles at school
(devised- break point )
- Civil unrest/ defiance/anger (not devised)
- Tomorrow? Momentum- (not devised) 

We made up all kinds of irreverent names to 
make the changes easy to remember...ahem. 
Every time I called  out Tree of disgust, it 
 made us all laugh.  It was good 
  while it lasted...

We didn t make it to Tomorrow - The second Lockdown started and 
one of the participants had a mental breakdown, with grave con-
sequences for family and professional  relations. Mental health 
issues and domestic abuse have risen with isolation. The pressure 
people are under is somtimes not manageable. There shall be no 
more family performance pieces. With a very heavy 
  heart, I accept defeat. I m currently trying to get used to more 
changes and to think of a different Mañana. 
     ... We need Kintsugi for the hearts ...

+

+



Own work- Notes and project development.
Practice - Devising Dance
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Performers:
Bridgett Ane Lawrence
Oliver Whisker - Leon
Florence Leon

Choreography - Collective
Solo pieces by individual performers, requested in fragmented top 
and bottom half of the body only.

Location-
Yoga in the lanes, Brighton, during various stages of Lockdown.
Contact dance scenes were filmed during the Christmas amnesty 
day in December 2020, the performers constituted the 3 families 
allowed to touch for one day. There are some benefits to working 
with your family...

Music (on film)-
‘Lion - Pink Remixes’  by Four Tet, Jamie XX

‘Music for Marcel Duchamp’   by John Cage, Alexei Lubimov
‘Two Pieces for Piano: I’          by John Cage, Alexei Lubimov
‘A Room’           by John Cage, Alexei Lubimov

‘Your New Normal’        by Nine Inch Nails - Ghosts VI: Locust 2020
‘Another Crashed Car’   by Nine Inch Nails - Ghosts VI: Locust 2020

‘The reed flute is fire not wind’          by Kelly Jayne Jones    2020

‘The Partisan Song’    by Leonard Cohen

A complete list of the music used for devising is available on Spoti-
fy-  NIN and Kelly Jayne Jones pieces were also created in lockdown 
conditions.

https://open.spotify.com/playlist/59DMbF31b1HowStHnWED-
D3?si=0x9VlyeiTQOc70RsD-6LUQ

Film editing- Premier Pro
Plus! Films played backwards, speeded and filmed on a phone. Sim-
ilarly, the super eight styled close up of mouths and eyes were also 
filmed on low res phones, edited on imovie, played and refilmed 
from screen to add distance and noise to the feeling of confusion. 

Concept, direction & film Solange Leon Iriarte.

I recorded this track from the radio program directly
 from a speaker with my phone - it is not available 
   online... the internet connection kept breaking so it   
     was disjointed and broken in many parts... had 
the artist said no I would have cried.

I recorded this track from the radio program directly
 from a speaker with my phone - it is not available 
   online... the internet connection kept breaking so it   
     was disjointed and broken in many parts... had 
the artist said no I would have cried.

+

+



MEANING- EMOTION, ART, COMMUNICATION & THE POLITICS OF POWER

During this our longest and slowest of years, I have been focusing on research which questions the value of emo-
tion in sustainable design, art, and as means to create empathy, connection, with some luck- change. Slippery 
ground, unless it is anchored firmly in discursive design. Among the influeneces in this project, worthy of mention 
are the work of journalist Adam Curtis, and philosopher, linguist, historian, superhero Noam Chomsky, who I am 
not truly familiar with, as well as on a closer and more intimate relation, our module Research Practice readings 
and sessions- In particular, Neri Oxman’s ideas on creative metabolic energy opened new avenues for future re-
search work. I re-visited during the seemingly neverending moths  Curtis three part documentary ‘Century of the 
Self’.

Adam Curtis has been a hero of mine for more as long as I can remember being in the UK. Perhaps not main-
stream, but his work is being presently recognised beyond a narrow obscure fan club. Seeing as identity is a sig-
nificant contributor towards othering and belonging both, I noticed he defines himself as a journalist and certainly 
not, an artist, which brings questions as to whose work is appropriate as a comparator to the projects I have 
undertaken? In this case, more than a comparison, it is a political framewrok in an approachable, esthetically 
pleasing format that it provides. Curtis manages to weave connections unseen between human nature, art and 
power.  Curtis is - in my view- a journalist and artist both. His story telling is masterly, yet his choice of identifying 
himself with the former reflects a wish for ‘truth’ and objectivity that most journalism aspires to. Artists however, 
are free to take sides. He magically weaves visual collage material from decades past of the BBC, perfectly cho-
reographed with dance   and using some musicians I greatly admire too.

In an interview given to the Economist he discusses his allegedly optimistic work (I find it has rather the opposite 
effect, enlightening yet disheartening, alas).

His narrative, spoken in soft tones, tells us a story- humanity’s last century’s story- allowing the audience to ex-
plore and understand the connections and roads which have potentially landed us in the present crisis. It’s the 
story of the loss of trust, in what he defines as a powerless ‘managerial political system’ devoid of true power, 
one that has shifted towards  global neo capitals, where individualism is irreversible and entrenched by our use 
of technology.

While he draws clear threads amongst complex socio economic, cultural  and environmental principles to explain 
general audience facts and historical frameworks, the importance of story telling – both spoken and visual- is 
essential to the connection to the audience.   It is this emotional connection which he explores and articulates as 
an important factor which only the far right rising seems to be currently engaging with- not only listening to the 
angry working classes rightly complaining but also, willing to represent them in the political system as success-
fully as to enable Brexit’s identitarian fear narratives, and Trump to rise to power. the narrative of caring can be 
successfully manipulated. It is not only representation, listening and engaging in conversation that society needs, 
but also a narrative which might offer an alternative to the existing binary socialism versus capitalism rethoric and 
a common purpouse. Has Covid-19 offered us precisely that? And what is the role of art in the cultural reflections 
and challenges faced?

In his view, the environmental crisis is also playing along to the existing policy of ‘fear’ - including the arms and 
nuclear potential crisis - described by Chomsky in his talk on the Guardian last week alongside Pollin, as the 
suicidal impulses of society. An extreme example of Virilio’s thesis here - Virilio proposes that with every inven-
tion, we also design the associated accident- in both theses case, one that might end all human life. Let’s hope 
Chekhov’s gun, is wrong. 

Still in development- . Don t miss his new film- I cant get 
you out of my head this thursday on the BBC!+

Art during a Pandemic- Banksy mural outside the xxx hospital.
Gender is questioned in the place of women in boys toys, their  role 
in the health service, with sterotypes of nurses in particular.s.

Quentin Blake- we love in worrying times  May 2020.
What is the aim- expressing a collective feeling and thus a 

sense of connection?

 I still love bedtime stories- this ones are not very sleep 
conducive....There is something of a lulling quality in his 
voice which is slightly unsettling if one thinks of propaganda, 
Hitler was a compelling speaker... 

 What I can’t seem to rememeber is how I first across 
him work ... I can’t recall how it is that I came across his 
work – another artist’s recommendation perhaps- 

  Yes!  He loves dance footage. There is something so 
visceral and intrinsically human about it. Perhaps the why 
of will alwasy remain a mystery. I am ok with mysteries, they 
are actually what drives our search for knowledge forward.

 ...albeit I wish my work was as good as his...*

**

*

*

*
(X) Guardian Live event, Noam Chomsky and Robert Pollin: The Green New Deal.  
Friday 4th  December 2020.

(X) ‘It’s ‘fuck off’ to everything,” says Adam Curtis, describing public sentiment to-
day. How do we come back from there? Or should I re-word that as ‘how do we move 
forward from here? https://www.economist.com/open-future/2018/12/06/the-anti-
dote-to-civilisational-collapse accessed 12/12/2020.

Contextual Critique 



Anchor point 3  -  Research Practices 
Position as a Researcher.

(Fig. 1)  Second order theorisation in design research - the observer indivisible from the observed. 

The project for my Futures moddule focused on identity and division and thus the role of the researcher in the research, 
is especially important to aknowledge in arts/ design research. 

Reading is action in my design research practice. - perhaps design through also?  I draw and sketch as I read, the visualisations 
resulting from this process are research through - something that had not occured to me till now. In response to Glanville, Ran-
ulph. “Researching Design and Designing Research.” Design Issues 15, no. 2 (1999): 80-91.

(Fig.3)  Action, Reflection, Communication - Mapping my Practice in order to visualise the process in an active form - 
Drawing is active research on this instance as it pursues form, in order to understand, simplify and communicate a process.  

(Fig. 2) Research  & design (into Research) - drawing as a visual conversation with reading. 

Neither Curtis nor Chomsky are optimistical in tone, yet they call for a positive narrative which might perhaps 
supersede the current social media’s mass  fodder of a glorified past. The former offers clear and manageable 
advise on a practical operative level- action. Curtis in the other does not offer a solution, only the opportunity to 
reflect on complex systems and human nature, while he illuminates the path that might led to the current crisis. 
The narrative sits within discourse design as it attempts to promote debate. Although the field that his work be-
longs to might be debatable, the purpouse of the work, isn’t. 



Picasso stated that research in painting was purely to produce a finished piece, that he was a maker - not a re-
searcher (X). While the artist in me delights in his refusal to be dissected, the designer sees an opportunity lost. 
Does it have to be either-or? Perhaps a more conciliatory approach- one that can comfortably host science, 
design and art in their discursive form as a means to imagine and expand possibilities- is where my research 
resides. 

However fuzzy this appears, there are also institutionalised universal views on access and ownership rights. 
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights Article 27 states that “everyone has the right freely to participate in 
the cultural life of the community, to enjoy the arts and to share in scientific advancement and its benefits.’ (X)

There is a universal right to artistic work rights - a right to copyright -which necessarily acknowledges the value 
of art ownership, novel ideas, and the right to enjoy them. However, art is not deemed essential for human sur-
vival. Artistic expressions and diverse, vibrant cultures reflect a healthy society. Art is consequently regarded as 
mostly benign. Nevertheless, it is the application - like with any other practice- that can allow for ideological and 
commercial institutions or individuals to manipulate it in the form of propaganda, publicity, and media.

Beyond ontological ideas of the role or right to art, with regards to quantifiable value,  the productivity of the arts 
and culture industry in the UK was greater than that of the economy as a whole, yet it translates to only 0.4 per 
cent of the UK’s Gross Domestic Product (X). If GDP is the measure, that the political machine has entirely failed 
to support the arts during the pandemic comes as no surprise. There are many other factors in the appraisal of 
art, but this devaluation by choice of measure is causing devastating human consequences.    

The discussion invites further research into the seemingly subjective creative emotional and cultural sustenance 
values of art and design. Is art a primordial ontological necessity? A right? Does a failure to attribute a quantita-
tive measured value make its value any less so? 

I don’t think art has a duty to be beautiful or uplifting (…) 
What I care about more, are the ways in which it’s concerned with resistance and repair. (X) 

The present school education system in the UK reflects the values of this society in its political form. Perhaps it 
is in a less hierarchical, integrated approach where creative subjects   are not devalued against more important 
scientific subjects in school, that we should focus on. (X)

It is Creativity in all fields that might have significant potential when in need for change. Neri Oxman’ s ‘Age of 
Entanglement’ (X) proposes a shift during the information and technological era where distinctions and anti-disci-
plinary divisive frames between areas became obsolete. Boundaries blend in a creative pursuit for a holistic form 
of being that generates creative energy in a healthy, sustainable metabolic form. Something to strive towards? A 
system openly based on relations might prove more flexible. However, identifying the limits - even if these estab-
lish non limits, is essential in research.

I hope to be an experimental researcher, open to make mistakes which can offer new insight and opportunities 
considered with rigor.    The practices I attempt to integrate change and move continually.  Like when one tries 
to look directly at the sun, you cannot really see it.  

  I hate numbers, I’m rubbish at them, which is why I hate numbers, I’m rubbish at them, which is why 
it didnt occur to me till the night before submission of this it didnt occur to me till the night before submission of this 
discussion to look into the econimic measures. I now want discussion to look into the econimic measures. I now want 
to know more, including graphs - I prefer them to numbers - to know more, including graphs - I prefer them to numbers - 
but what is considered the Arts Industry, precisely?but what is considered the Arts Industry, precisely?

  Structure! Structure! 

  Apparently so. My fellow artists are furious and des-Apparently so. My fellow artists are furious and des-
perately lacking support. Instead we get Fatima Campaign? perately lacking support. Instead we get Fatima Campaign? 
I think not - I am already retraining anyway here and now. I think not - I am already retraining anyway here and now. 
But engaging in arts takes courage, dedication, and disci-But engaging in arts takes courage, dedication, and disci-
pline- all measurable, if not quantifiable, presently over-pline- all measurable, if not quantifiable, presently over-
looked values.looked values.
  I have taught combined arts to children for fifteen I have taught combined arts to children for fifteen 
years with my sister. We explored concepts like the sound of years with my sister. We explored concepts like the sound of 
yellow or moving a painting on stage. We created new work yellow or moving a painting on stage. We created new work 
where the narrative is born from action, play and improvi-where the narrative is born from action, play and improvi-
sation. The creative devising phase IS the artwork, not just sation. The creative devising phase IS the artwork, not just 
means to the creation of art as Picasso would argue. THe means to the creation of art as Picasso would argue. THe 
greatest compliment was when we saw our subjects spilling greatest compliment was when we saw our subjects spilling 
(or copied!) into general classroom work. (or copied!) into general classroom work. 

  Improvisation, discipline, and trust.Improvisation, discipline, and trust.

*

**

*

*

**

*

*

*
(X) Cultural Rights Index Online - https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/CulturalRights/
Pages/SRCulturalRightsIndex.aspx - Accessed December 15, 2020. 

(X) ‘… the point of the exercise is single mindedly to produce a finished painting. Only 
the art historians - a breed of which he was very suspicious - would think otherwise, 
after the fact. Yes, he had the spirit of research in him. But that was not his objective. 
Research to the painter, he said, equals visual intention. He’s a maker not a researcher 
- and he doesn’t even feel comfortable verbalising about his work’. Frayling, Christo-
pher, Research in art and design (London: Royal College of Art Research Papers, vol 
1, no 1, 1993/2) .

(X)  ‘... the arts and culture industry has grown £390million in a year and now con-
tributes £10.8billion a year to the UK economy. Productivity in the arts and culture 
industry between 2009 and 2016 was greater than that of the economy as a whole, with 
gross value added per worker at £62,000 for arts and culture, compared to £46,800 for 
the wider UK economy.’ It translates into only 0.4 per cent of UK GDP when under-
taking further research, which strikes me as very little compared to 7.1 per cent from 
construction for example, or a closer 0.61 per cent from agriculture.’ Official National 
Statistics Online -  Chttps://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/grossdomesticproductgdp/bul-
letins/gdpmonthlyestimateuk/september2020 - Accessed December 17, 2020. 

(X) Art can be a risky bussiness too. What Laing reffers to is the danger entailed in 
doing that ‘which we are not supoosed to’ by identifying and communicating problems 
in the present society. Laing, Olivia, ‘Funny Weather - Art in an Emergency’, Picador 
(2020): 2-3

(X) ‘There are three pillars of education for sustainability – economic, environmen-
tal and social/cultural – that are interconnecting and non-hierarchical.’ (Brundtland 
report cited by Boyd, Diane. “Early childhood education for sustainability and the 
legacies of two pioneering giants.” Early Years 38, no. 2 (2018): 227-239.) X

(32) Oxman, Neri. “Age of entanglement.” Journal of Design and Science (2016).

This is a direct extract from my Research Practices. It  
highlights some of the ideas that the module opened up 
with regards to reflecting on my own practice - which i 
  confess I have never done before.

   Value in arts and design are changeable- they even 
depend on taste. Concepts of measureability, the value and 
role of art beyond discoursive design and research ap-
peared. The responsibility of education in an understanding 
of language and accessibility are also a subject of interest, 
inclusion, equality and readdressing the balance of power 
between the  individual and collective. 

    Furthemore, the role of creativity in a more tolerant sys-
tem of integrated relations!

My emotional voice is in Research Practices Purple! I 
thoroughly enjoyed the readings and drawing through 
and from them.

+

+



Indistinct borders and movement,  Creativity as a Scientific method - Metabolic movement studies -

Research for Design (into in SD).
Research about Design (for in SD).

Research through Design.

TERRA INCOGNITA - On embracing the unknown, the plac-
es on the old maps with legendary sea monsters. Own  work 
- image created in response to both Rebecca Solnit’s book and 
Neri Oxman’s idea of entanglement.

Rudolph Laban, the body as living architecture. Image from present Studio Module on 
movement anthropology in contemporary dance. Drawing by RL.

Martha Graham, contemporary dance based on breath - image from own Studio Mod-
ule on movement anthropology in contemporary dance. Photo credit

On reflection all these images have something in common - in my brain they belong together- apophenia, as artist Harry Dodge would call it? 
They are like a sea shell collection, those few we bring home with us after a long walk and arrange in a particular order. There is a nucleus around 
which movement occurs which I suspect will disappear at a larger scale with broader relations. As a researcher one attempts to order and make sense 
of data, whether in visual or numeral form - you can guess which one I prefer. 

Illustration from Tom Ainsworth’s talk, Research  Methodolo-
gies in MA Sustainable Design.

(Fig.15)  Own work - 
Drawing made in response to Bruce and Steph-

anie Tharp’s reading for the module.



Process - Studio Diagram - Research Practices reflections starts to spill beyond the module.
Work beggining to consider the shape of ‘relations’ - Edouard Glissants ‘Poetics of Relations’ is in 
my book wish list....

On reflection some changes are already identified - hand written annotations - ‘Research’ should  say 
‘Research through’ and the entire wide white page can be the research ‘for’ space beyone our nuclear 
focus. The green wire around the entire diagram is Research and Design. I would like to attempt a 
‘Gigga Map’, or at least one where the movement directions are clearer. That, would nonetheless be 
a simplification of the actual experience, but one that is necessary and functions  like language does 
in abstracting in order to effectively communicate an idea. It might be of interest to test whether the 
‘Others’ - outside our course can make sense of it.



Action, Reflection - Inside/ Outside dividing line.
 
Communications in space (movement) and where it places the outcome. 
Diagram developed for this module to visualise Research and Design in the Arts.

(Fig. 18) Oxman, Neri, ‘Age of Entaglement’. The KCC is multifaceted, a clock, com-
pass, microscope, and gyroscope. All forms allow for an infinity of directions, combi-
nations, lenses and perspectives that entangle in a knot - or twenty five billion trillions. 
It does attempt nonetheless to  offer directions  and make sense of the infinite nature 
of a multitude of possibilities. The knot that Neri describes is defined by its impossible 
and indivisible richness (‘Terra Incognita’  Fig. 14).  In order to work with creativity’s 
rich multivalent approaches and to redefine and question the way we live, we need 
acceptance, trust and faith in the face of nebulose, to embrace novel exploration, or 
like Klein would say, leap into that blue void. 

What are the consequences of a post classicist world defined by Relations?

(X) Oxman, Neri. “Age of entanglement.” Journal of Design and Science (2016).



(Fig. 19) Positioning and Outputs - Work in development in response to  own’s practice Diagram and inspired  by Oxman’s KCC. 



LOCKDOWN MOVES - KEY COMPARATORS

Covid dance- are there others? Yes, of course. As the spell lingers, expression of the current crisis in art and 
culture multiply. 

Museums and art galleries are closed and many might not survive the economic avalanche of Covid.  Distanced 
songs, distanced dances, street graffiti and windows became the place for the arts. 

Amongst the dances, there were the impromptu dances of doctors and nurses to keep morale. There are many 
records of this type of imprompty individual dances. What lands them in the covid dance bracket is the PPE, 
whereas the dance itself does not speak of the subject in a form beyond the visual medical language. The move-
ment itself is in contrast with the clothing. The objective is to remind the audience to go beyond our current lim-
itations and connect to finding joy beyond. Albeit rehearsing and dancing gave us boundless joy, the piece was 
not intended to cheer up the audience, but to interrogate. 

A more didactic Covid dance have appeared in Bangkok, India, Japan, and Vietnam. The underlying language 
online is to ‘fight’ the virus with dance education, promoting a message and educayion through an approach-
able form of dance that is also attractive and fun. The vietnamese version was particularly popular and ironically, 
went ‘viral’ online. In stark contrast with these dances, Covid Choreographes does not carry a health education 
message in literal or abstract form. The distinction is important in that dances recorded here have educational 
value - if it is fun, then people might actually practice it (the dance and the handwashing). 

‘Lonely Waltz’ is piece devised by the Morris dance company as ‘videodance’. They used dance phrases for 
lonely couples and singles. The video nature of the Zoom  experience is exploited as a successful collage while 
offering the audience and the dance company members an alternative to dancing alone.  

In May 2020 as part of the Guggenheim’s “Works & Process” Jamar Roberts was comissioned to produce a 
dance piece which comes a step closer to what our dance piece attempted-  abstract ideas delivered through 
contemporary dance the art form and language of chosing. He devised,  filmed and edited a solo piece which 
addressed concerns over how the virus was affecting ‘black and brown’ bodies in particular  while using the 
limitations of a solo piece in strenght to heighten isolation. The work received particular media attention in view 
of the Black Lives Matter movement last year. 

 After three months of devising and developing the 
project, a friend sent a link to a project that was rather sim-
ilar...
*

Dr Arup Senapati
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZhDUkLnulSk

David Byrne adapting fast- American Utopia, choreo-
graphed by Annie- B Parson. Photo Abigail Lester.

Still from video of Kerala Police in India performing a 
‘handwashing dance’ to promote public hygiene.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lKRZTetftPc

Indonesia’s handwashing dance - Still from video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ySe9tvB1OXc

Vietnam’s  ‘handwashing dance’. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFZsmpMlU2k

Lonely Waltz - Mark Morris Dance Group
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0hfkn4FI2CI

‘Isolation Dance’ - London Contemporary Dance School
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ba2o78aKDDo

Cooped’ by Jamar Roberts-
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3GgOpXxufI&t=147s

I really liked this one, 
particularly the two pianists  
     playing alongside too in   
   real time. 
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      I initially edited the second half of the piece - the Zoom 
Cells- , with one dancer only, as I was still waiting for my son to respond.  the aloneness was 
strongly communicated with that version. I decide against it as it was a dialogue that I was look-
ing for, so the response with the second half of the body was required to complete the whole-
ness in parts concept. I particularly liked Jamar Roberts use of many shadows. The aesthetic 
qualities of the piece put me to shame. The artist here is a dancer, choreographer and
   film maker

+

+

+



An earlier dance piece from 2019 is relevant as a key comparator. Alvin Ailey Dance Theatre’s  “Ode”, created 
in response to gun violence and thus carrying a challenging social  and political message. Also choreographed 
by Jamar Roberts, whose work is concerned with challenging pervasive racial savagery and violence. The work 
inspired by religious art such as ‘La Pieta’, addressing questions of injustice, inequality, and hope. Dance can be 
placed in the arts/ performing arts category.  While choregraphy can too, the  creative construction of a piece 
also places it in design. When aiming at bringing attention to a particular subject relevant sustainability notions 
such as social imbalance, does it not sit also within discursive design?  

While an all male cast was likely an intentional choice in this instance, it does nonetheless bring gender debate 
to the table as a result. It might be radical to have an all male dancers cast seeing as dancing is seen as a mostly 
female domain, yet it also means no female was offered a paid position. However, the company does have many 
productions that have a female cast too. 

Finally, the most relevant comparator is ‘Alone Together’ by Cubique, a Swiss arts centre that invited three 
dancers in different countries to create a choreography expressing their experience of Covid. The piece echoes 
the general audience’s  experiences creating an immediate emotional connection. It also uses strictly abstract, 
non verbal, but also gesturial language. The dancers act as choreographers of individual pieces where they re-
spond to one another’s movements following direction by director Brigitte Fassler, who also edited the film. They 
do however only have a partial idea of what the other two dancers are doing, so the the Director keeps them to 
some extete divided, and in the dark. Given dancers were expressing similar experiences, they communicated 
unintentionally in movement. The performers never met, thus it must  also be recognised that a new form of col-
laboration at a distance emerged during this crisis with opportunities for dancers to work in this new way. Alas, 
it is a rare exception. There is a uniformity given to the spaces which they are confined to, as well as wearing the 
same clothes, accentuating dystopian feelings of isolation.  All three dancers are coloured. An important mes-
sage of support to in response to recent racial worldwide protest. However, the choice could leave a section of 
the population also feeling excluded should they wish to take it as criticism.  Casting is a tough choice. I wanted 
to cinlude a male dancer on the second piece, and all three dancers in Covid Choreographed come from different 
countries, yet that is a diversity which we do not transmit in movement.  The idea of universal sameness is here 
nonetheless achieved with the empty spaces and uniformity of interiors is effective.

Dancers Germain Zambi (Lil Sniper) and Venance Gwladys joined psychologist Charles Benoy and the sociolo-
gist of culture Olivier Moeschler later in discussion to question Coronavirus Culture and how dancers have been 
particularly affected by the impossibility to work together, and not having the option to work ‘from home’ as many 
can.  However, I find the piece’s intensity in pace, and uniformity, unable to abridge the feeling of fragmentation 
across the piece, an aspect of dialogue and exchange together that ‘Lonely Waltz’ and the the first Covid Dance 
achieved. 

The project idea dated back to ‘PC’ days, where performers would have been dancing alone in a remote loca-
tion. Coronavirus lockdown forced them to adapt the project to an interior format- yet the feeling to convey was 
identical, isolation- only while having the choice of being with others. It struck me as having parallels with the 
section in Covid Choreographed - ‘NO TOGETHERNESS’ (Part I). A universality of subjects before Corona  too. 
Cubique dancers  divided the piece on subjects relating to their collective emotions. “Unknowing’’ being one 
of the most significant themes, which they attempted to convey in a universal meaning of movement. Further-
more, they believe dance has the means to transmit energy between people even across a screen, and that it 
did abridge the distance between them and the world beyond. Music premptied movement as in the first piece 
produced (Distance Dance). As a purely more expressionist piece, Alone Together does not explore the narrative 
form which Covid Choreographed initially attempted. 

Alvin Ailey’ s ‘Ode’- Still from video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXae6ixVjQY

Stills from Alone Together’s ‘Behind the scenes’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q_UglG2dBhs

Cubique’s ‘ Alone Together’- Social media advertising for 
debate- I was grateful I speak French!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uuCGDGlDGEc

Something I attampted with a clean backdrop black 
and white treatment of the film. 

I am trying to get in touch with the Director!

The images of their making of are so familiar!

One of the aspects of the second piece which had to be abandoned post Breakdown 
disaster, courtesy of covid! Save dancers!

+
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+
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Of interest... to develop-
Art in an emergency Laing- 
Momentum- Harry Dodge’s emergence
PERCEPTION and CONNECTORS  
SYSTEMS, INTERFACE/ RELATIONS / adaptations ballet theatre
Snailsmovement and permeable borders
EDOUARD GLISSANT - ‘Philosophy of Relations’

Complete Bibliography:

I always leave it to the end! The Statement of Intent 
also needs final readjustements.
Thank You for reading!

+

 If you would like to hear a merry Covid song- so far 
my favourite, go to ‘Lockdown Blues’:

https://open.spotify.com/track/297lodzUenH6moOcg8XX-
TE?si=XDJIAmL4QSiQrfxSSJeo5g

*


